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Sammendrag
Et design-rom som dekker effekt- og turtallsbehovet til en representativ
samling av turbo-prop fly ønskes generert for å avdekke tendenser i
ytelsen til permanentmaskinmotorer uten bruk av giring. Design-rommet
utgjør effektytelser mellom 500kW og 4 MW, samt omdreiningshastigheter
mellom 800 og 2000 o/min. Dette gjennomføres ved bruk av en analytisk
algoritme der spesifikk effekt, spesifikt dreiemoment, og effektivitet brukes
som ytelsesindikatorer. Resultatene som genereres analytisk blir deretter
verifisert ved numerisk analyse av et utvalg av motorer.

Undersøkelsen viser at spesifikk effekt holdes relativt konstant sammen-
liknet med flyene i design-rommet, med verdier mellom 2.8 og 3.7 kW/kg.
Spesifikt dreiemoment og effektivitet øker begge med motorstørrelse, og
ligger henholdsvis i området mellom 18 til 34 Nm/kg og 98 til 98.7 %.
Resultatene taler for at det i et effektivitetsøyemed kan være bedre å
elektrifisere større turboprop-fly.

Det blir også vist at elektrisk motorvekt øker opp mot 30% i forhold til
tilsvarende turbinmotorer, i motsetning til de minste elektriske motorene
som kan være opp til 40% lettere enn sine motparter.
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Direct Drive PMSM Characteristics for Retrofit in
Regional Turboprops Using a Design Space Approach

Håkon Broch1∗; Supervisors: Jonas Kristiansen Nøland1 and Andrea Bocchese2
1 Department of Electric Power Engineering, Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Trondheim, Norway

2 Rolls Royce Electrical Norway, Trondheim, Norway
∗E-mail: hakon@broch.as

Abstract—A design space for radial flux direct drive
PMSMs is generated across the performance require-
ments of a representative selection of turboprop air-
craft. This equates to power outputs in the range 500
kW–4MW, and rotational speeds in the range 800–2000
rpm. The electric motor designs are generated using an
analytical algorithm, and their specific power, specific
torque and motor efficiency. These results are then
verified by selective FEM simulation to confirm their
validity.

It is found that specific power remains relatively con-
stant in motor designs for turboprop aircraft across
the entire performance range, with results in the range
between 2.8–3.7 kW/kg. Specific torque and efficiency
increases with motor size ranging between 18–34 Nm/kg
and 98–98.7%. This indicates that retrofit designs for
larger aircraft are more optimal in terms of efficiency,
and similar in terms of specific power.

It is also found that larger electric motors are compara-
tively 30% heavier than their turbine driven counter-
parts, unlike smaller electric motors that can be up to
40% lighter.

Nomenclature

A. Electromagnetic parameters
αb, Khys, Keddy, Kan Bertotti loss coefficients —
αs, βs, ks Steinmetz loss coefficients —
B̂ Peak flux density T
Î Current peak A
µr Magnet relative recoil permeability —
µ0 Vacuum magnetic permeability H/m
ϕp Flux per pole Wb
ϕp1 Flux per pole fundamental space

component Wb
ρ Copper resistivity Ωm
ρ0 Copper resistivity coefficient Ωm
θo Motor current angle offset rad
Bg Air gap flux density T
Br Magnet remanence T
Bg1 Air gap flux density fundamental harmonic T
Bmax Maximum allowable flux density T
Bsat Saturation flux density T
C Carter coefficient —
fel Electrical frequency Hz

June 7, 2022

h′
ag Equivalent air gap height m

Hc Magnet coercivity A/m
Ia, Ib, Ic Phase currents A
Ir Per phase current A
J Current density A/mm2

Jmax Maximum allowable current density A/mm2

K1, K2, K3, K4 Electrical dimensioning coefficients —
Ki Lamination pack coefficient —
Kc Copper temperature coefficient 1/◦C
Ks Linear current density A/m
kwdg Winding factor —
l′
m Equivalent magnet height m

Lend End winding inductance H
Lgap Magnetizing inductance H
Ls Slot leakage inductance H
Nph Number of series conductors per phase —
p− Per mass losses W/kg
Pan Iron anomalous losses W
Peddy Iron eddy current losses W
Phys Iron hysteresis losses W
Piron Motor iron losses W
Pohmic Ohmic losses W
Rs Per phase equivalent resistance Ω
Tel Electrical period s
Vr Rated voltage V
Xs Per phase equivalent reactance Ω
z Winding factor calculation parameter —
B. General parameters
ω Angular velocity rad/s
ρ Mass density kg/m3

n Revolutions per minute rpm
r Radius m
T Period s
t Time variable s
C. Geometric parameters
αm Magnet width fraction of pole pitch m
ρcu Winding material density kg/m3

ρfe Iron material density kg/m3

ρpm Magnet material density kg/m3

ρsh Shaft material density kg/m3

τp Pole pitch m
τs Slot pitch m
ξenc Enclosure weight fraction of total weight kg
Aus Slot area m2

Awire Per phase equivalent wire cross section m2
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Dag Motor diameter at middle of air gap m
Der Motor external diameter m
Dh1 Motor diameter to windings m
Dmin Rotor iron inner diameter m
Dsh Shaft diameter m
h11 Tooth shoe tip height m
h12 Tooth shoe taper height m
hag Air gap height m
hus Tooth height m
hyr Rotor yoke thickness m
hys Stator yoke thickness m
kfill Winding fill factor for single winding —
lm Magnet thickness m
Lew End winding turn length m
Lturn Turn length m
Mcu Winding weight kg
Menc Approx. enclosure weight kg
Mpm Magnet weight kg
Msh Shaft weight kg
Mtot Total motor weight kg
Mtth Stator teeth weight kg
Myr Rotor yoke weight kg
Mys Stator back iron weight kg
Nseg Number of segments in FEM-analysis —
p Number of poles —
q Number of slots per pole per phase —
wm Magnet width m
wo Tooth spacing m
wsb Slot bottom width m
wst Slot top width m
wsw Tooth shoe width m
wtt Tooth width m
D. Mechanical parameters
ηp Ideal propeller efficiency —
a Speed of sound m/s
Dprop Propeller diameter m
Mtip Relative propeller tip speed Mach
Nr Rated rotational speed rpm
napprox Approximated propeller rpm rpm
Pr Rated output power W
Pavg Average output power W
Tr Rated torque Nm
To Operating temperature ◦C
Vas Aircraft air speed m/s
Vtip Propeller tip speed m/s

I. Introduction

In order to achieve global emission reductions, at least
partial electrification of the transportation sector is needed.
Electrification in land vehicles and sea vessels is already
underway, with each requiring wildly different propulsion
architectures and system requirements, and posing different
design challenges.

Electrification of civilian aviation is also subject to its
unique set of challenges, with particularly weight and
energy storage capacity being two considerations being
in direct opposition to each other—more so than in other
forms of transportation.

Different technologies are examined to fully or partially
electrify aviation in order to reach electrification targets,
e.g., those set by the European Union [1] or NASA [2].
More-electric aircraft can be said to be the first step
in aeronautical electrification and are characterized by
electrifying all non-propulsive systems. The next step
is hybrid-electric aircraft, where at least some of the
propulsive power originates from electric machines, while
the last step is fully electrified aircraft.

Both hybrid and fully electric propulsion architectures
employ electric drives as their source of mechanical power,
which comes with multiple benefits. In addition to having
no inherent emissions, electric motors have lower mainte-
nance costs due to their mechanical simplicity, less noise
pollution, higher energy efficiency, and are unaffected in
performance by altitude [3, 4].

A fully electric aircraft employs only electrical motors in its
propulsion system, meaning energy storage is entirely non-
fossil, as shown in fig. 1. Currently, energy storage is a major
hurdle in the development of partially—or fully—electrified
aviation. Battery technology is currently not power-dense
enough to compete with fossil energy storage. This has
led to different propulsion architectures being proposed to
mitigate the issue. The two most common are series hybrid,
and parallel hybrid propulsion.

Hybridization is a popular topic in aeronautical propulsion
research and is closer than fully electric propulsion to
reaching maturity. Employing a hybrid-electric propulsion
system means that energy can be stored by traditional and
more technologically mature means. The two most common
ways of implementing this topology are in the parallel and
series hybrid systems, portrayed in figs. 2 and 3. In series
hybrid propulsion, an electric motor supplies all mechanical
power to a propeller—like in fully electric aircraft. Parallel
hybrid propulsion, however, is characterized by some of the
mechanical power being supplied by a turboshaft, meaning
any electric drives do not need to supply all propulsive
power. This, in turn, means they can be reduced in size.

When it comes to electrifying aircraft, most research is
focused on short-haul flights. This priority stems from
the current limitation in energy storage, making shorter
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Figure 3: Parallel hybrid propulsion system

routes more viable [5]. These flights are often called regional
flights.

Turboprop aircraft is an aircraft type often utilized in re-
gional aviation. Turboprops use turbine-powered propellers,
unlike the more common turbofan aircraft, which employ
faster-rotating fans. This causes them to have a higher
top speed than their turboprop counterparts while making
them less efficient [6, 7]. This attribute makes propeller
aircraft a more attractive target for electrification.

In order to gain an understanding of electric motors in
aircraft, one must begin by understanding the requirements
posed by the aircraft that will employ them.

If desired, one can design the aircraft and its motors
in parallel, finding ways that the two systems function
optimally together and achieve goals set by regulations or
customers. This method allows for novel aircraft design
concepts, like distributed propulsion, where a few large
motors are exchanged for several smaller ones. However,
the parallel design of aircraft and motors is a complicated
process and demands a broad—cross-disciplinary—scope.

Another approach is investigating contemporary aviation
and basing electric motor design on those requirements.
The term retrofit becomes relevant, as a motor designed

based on the requirements of an actual aircraft could, by
definition, be exchanged for that aircraft’s actual engine.

Retrofitting an airframe with an electric motor often
requires retrofitting the entire propulsion system, depend-
ing on the degree of electrification. This has already
been achieved in experimental aircraft with the Magnix’
eCaravan [8], Siemens’ Extra 330LE [9] and to a certain
extent Rolls-Royce’s Spirit of Innovation [10].

Optimizing the design of a complete propulsion system is
an active research subject. The main focus is on how stored
energy gets converted into power in an electric motor. The
next step, of course, is converting the motor mechanical
energy into propulsive thrust through a propeller.

The propeller and turbine engine interface has been
extensively researched, and propellers can be considered
a mature technology. As no high-power electric motor for
aircraft currently is in use, the specific interface between
current regional aircraft propellers and electric motors is
not subject to the same level of maturity. This point is
especially true in series, or fully electric aircraft, where
electric motors produce all thrust.

There are two methods of connection between a motor and
its propeller, either through gearing, or direct drive1, where
the propeller shaft is connected directly to the motor.

With the intent of making electric aircraft motors low
weight, some motors are designed to operate at high
rotational velocities of 10 000–20 000 rpm [11]. Motors
with rotational velocities of this magnitude require gearing
if the propellers in conventional aircraft are used.

Despite their intrinsically higher weight, direct-drive elec-
tric motors are a relevant alternative to geared drives.
Gearing adds mass complexity and mechanical losses to
the propulsion system. Because of this, several projects
designing direct-drive electric motors exist, like the Magnix
Magni 500 and 250 [12], and the Siemens P200D [9].

A. Motivation and Objective

Most aeronautical direct-drive electric motors presented in
literature present specific designs for relatively low power
use compared to regional aircraft [4, 11, 13, 14], which
typically have motors rated from 1–4 MW. The design and
performance of direct drive motors with high power rating
and specific power for retrofit in existing turboprop aircraft
are not examined to the same degree.

This thesis aims to map the design characteristics of direct
drive motors with high power ratings and densities based on
current aircraft power requirements. This mapping includes
identifying the motor performance requirements of modern

1Some literature use the term direct drive—to indicate the manner
of which a propeller is connected to the turbine shaft, regardless of
any gearing. This thesis, however, uses the term only to indicate
whether or not a gearbox is placed between motor and propeller.
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turboprop aircraft and using these as the basis for motor
design.

A general impression of motor performance compared to
existing aircraft can indicate which types of aircraft are
more relevant for electric motor retrofit.

It is also possible to gain knowledge of the performance of
the electric motors, as direct drive propulsion in aircraft
requires relatively high power and low rpm compared to
automotive motors.

Lastly, it may be possible to draw conclusions regarding
how future electrical aircraft can be designed based on
which motor designs are more viable. This is especially
relevant regarding the viability of distributed propulsion.

Mapping of motor performance can be achieved by using
a design space approach. A 2-dimensional span of regional
aircraft performance demand used as input parameters in a
motor design algorithm can allow for a wide span of motor
designs.

When motor designs are completed, an examination into
how the motors perform during a flight cycle will be made,
giving an impression of the viability of these electric motors.

B. Structure

This thesis will begin by going through the basic theory
behind propellers and the typical mission profile of a
turboprop aircraft, laying the foundation for motor design.
An analytical motor design algorithm will be presented
as the base method for achieving the rapid computations
needed to generate a large number of motor designs. These
results will then be verified by numerical simulation of
some motors. The simulated motors will also be manually
optimized and compared to verify the analytical the ability
of the algorithm to generate optimal designs. The resulting
data will then be compared to regional turboprop airliner
performance to investigate the junction between electric
motors and aircraft. Lastly, the optimized motors will
have their performance through a typical flight cycle
investigated.

This thesis builds on a preceding project report, by the
author, with similar research objectives [15]. The previous
work includes identifying trends in lightweight electric
motors, gathering and compiling aircraft propeller data,
and the base methods used to generate analytical results.

II. Theory

This section includes a basic description of propellers and
their operational characteristics, an introduction to the
equations used when analytically dimensioning motors, as
well as an introduction to loss calculation from numerical
FEA results.

A. Propeller Dynamics

In order to be able to analyze the interface between a
propeller and a motor, it is necessary to present the
basic rules that govern propellers for turboprop aircraft.
Propellers are limited in rotational speed and have specific
operational characteristics relevant when designing motors.

The fundamental relationship between propeller speed,
power, and torque—shown in eq. (1)—describes the main
parameters linking a propeller and a motor together.

Tr = Pr

Nr
2π
60

(1)

Near all propellers used by turboprop aircraft are what are
called fixed-speed propellers. Their speed remains relatively
constant during the entire flight. The highest rpm is reached
during take-off and is subsequently reduced during cruise
and landing. The Dash 8–Q400—a typical sizeable civilian
turboprop aircraft—has a maximum propeller take-off
speed of 1020 rpm while typically reducing this to 850
rpm during cruise and landing [16]. The narrow envelope
of rotational velocity means that the variation in propulsive
thrust must mainly come from a change in propeller torque,
which is done by changing the propeller blade pitch.

Propellers that are fixed speed also adjust blade angle to
ensure optimal efficiency. The relationship between airspeed
(Vas) and the resultant airflow from propeller rotation (ω ·r)
results in a vector representing the actual direction of
airflow the propeller blade meets (Vtip). This is shown in
fig. 4. The angle between the airfoil chord line and the
airflow it interacts with is called the angle of attack (α).
This angle shifts if airspeed changes (with a constant ω),
and the blade must therefore be rotated to retain optimal
performance.

Increasing the angle of attack outside the optimal envelope

Vas

ω·r

Vtip

α

Figure 4: Illustration of propeller relative tip velocity and
air speed, resulting the tip velocity.
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increases torque and can be utilized during acceleration. If
α is decreased sufficiently, the propeller is feathered, and
no thrust is produced while operating at nominal rpm.

A limiting factor for the propeller rotational speed—and
the aircraft cruising speed—is the experienced speed of
the propeller tip, where angular velocity is the highest. If
the airflow speed across the airfoil approaches supersonic
velocities, a reduction in efficiency occurs. This reduction is
mainly due to two phenomena. Shock waves start forming,
and airflow separates, causing decreased lift and increased
drag.

Mtip = Vtip

a
(2)

The propeller tip speed relative to the speed of sound is
called the Mach number (Mtip), which can be calculated
using eq. (2). This number can be used to define the
maximum rotational speed of a propeller. Advanced tur-
boprops are able to operate in sub- to transonic velocities
(Mtip ≤ 0.8–1.2).

The physical speed of sound varies with altitude due to
air pressure. Keeping rotational speed fixed, a propeller
operating at Mach 1 at sea level will have a tip speed of
1.05 if ascending to a cruise altitude of 13 000 ft [6].

Vtip =
√

(n2π

60
Dprop

2 )2 + V 2
as (3)

As fixed speed propellers operate at a narrow band of rpms,
they also keep a relatively constant Mach tip speed. Tip
velocity is proportional to propeller diameter, rotational
velocity, as well as aircraft airspeed shown in eq. (3). By
using this equation, it is possible to approximate a propeller
typical rpm based on a selected tip Mach number, as shown
in eq. (4).

napprox = 2
Dprop

60
2π

√
(aMtip)2 − V 2

as (4)

Propulsion efficiency is of significant importance for electric
aircraft. When calculating the efficiency of a propeller,
a simplified expression known as the ideal propulsive
efficiency can be used, shown in eq. (5) [6]. This expression
shows that efficiency is higher for a propeller accelerating
large quantities of air by a small amount than for one
accelerating small amounts of air significantly. In terms
of traditional aircraft, this generally means that a large-
diameter slowly rotating propeller is more efficient than a
small fan rotating quickly.

ηp ∼=
2

1 + (Vexhaust/Vinlet)
(5)

B. Flight Profile

Typical civilian turboprop aircraft are regional or commuter
airplanes, meaning they operate across relatively short

distances. Studying the electrification of air travel, it is
short-haul flights that are most easily electrified [5].

A typical flight can be divided into four stages. Taxiing
on the ground both before and after a flight, take off and
initial climb, cruising, as well as approach and landing.
These phases have different power requirements, which
can be simulated on the electrical motors designed in this
thesis.

The most power-intensive flight phase is during take-off,
where constant maximum power is required during the
first minute of flight. After this, power is gradually reduced
during climb to around 65% during cruise. This power level
is maintained until approach and landing, where motor
power is further reduced to 10–25%. There may be a rise in
power requirements above these values during the approach
as the aircraft needs adjustments to attain the proper glide
slope. A typical flight has an average power demand of 53%.
During taxi, the power consumption is low enough that
studying it further is deemed unnecessary [17]. A diagram
of this mission profile can be seen in fig. 5.

As previously mentioned, even though most turboprop
aircraft have fixed speed propellers, rpm can typically
change based on flight phase. Under normal circumstances,
rpm is increased only during take-off, and the relative
amount of increase varies from aircraft to aircraft. By
examining a few examples, this thesis assumes an RPM
change of up to 25% can occur [18, 19].

C. Analytical Motor Dimensioning

The analytical dimensioning workflow described in this
subsection is summarized from previous work conducted
by the author [15], which is partly developed from the
method described Vaschetto et al. [20].

The electric motor dimensioning process starts with cal-
culating initial parameters like rated torque, electrical
frequency, and the number of slots per pole per phase.
This calculation is done based on input data and applying
eqs. (1) and (6).

fel = pNr

260 q = Ns

3p
(6)

0
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N
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m
al
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ed
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w

er
 [%

]

Take - off
Climb Cruise Approach

and 
Landing

Figure 5: Typical regional flight profile. Adapted from Jux
et al. [17]
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Figure 6: Motor geometric parameters

From here, initial geometric dimensioning of the motor can
begin, ensuring that the geometric relationships shown in
fig. 6 are fulfilled by requiring eqs. (7) to (9) to be satisfied.

Dag = Der + hag + lm Lcr = λDag (7)

Dis = Dag + hag Dh1 = Der + 2(h11 + h12) (8)

τp = πDis

p
τs = πDis

Ns
wm = αmτr (9)

Additionally, other geometric parameters can be calculated
as shown in eqs. 10.

h′
ag = hag

C
hyr = Der − Dir

2 l′
m = lm

µr
(10)

The Carter coefficient, required for calculating equivalent
air gap height—which compensates for variations in air
gap flux density—is calculated according to eq. (11) [21].

C = τs

τs − w2
0

w0+5hag

(11)

After the initial geometric parameters are determined,
electromagnetic parameters can be found using eqs. (12)
and (13).

Bg = Br
l′
m

l′
m + h′

ag

(12)

ϕp = BgwmLcr Byr =
ϕp

2
hyrLcr Ki

(13)

Based on these parameters, geometric dimensioning from
flux density can take place per eqs. (14) and (15). The latter

of these equations is adapted for concentrated winding
motors.

hys = Bg

BmaxKi

αmτp

2 (14)

wtt = Bg

BmaxKi

[
αmτp − (τs − τp)

2

]
(15)

Before the remaining geometric parameters can be calcu-
lated, the winding factor (kwdg) and the linear current
density (Ki) are found using eqs. (16) and (17). The
winding factor must be calculated using a method described
by Skaar et al. [22] due to the concentrated windings of
the motors, where gcd(a, b) is the greatest common divisor
for the integers a and b.

Ks = Tr
√

2π
4 Bg1D2

agLcr

(16)

z = Ns

gcd(Ns, 3p) kwnd = cos(3πq − π

6q
)

sin(π
6 )

z sin( π
6z ) (17)

Geometric dimensioning can now be finalized by applying
eqs. (18) to (20).

Aus = KsπDh1

2JNskwdgkfill
wst = πDh1

Ns
− wtt (18)

wsb = [π Dh1 + 2hus

Ns
] − wtb wsw = τs − w0 (19)

hus =
−wst +

√
w2

st + 4πAus

Ns

2π/Ns
(20)

After the geometric sizing algorithm is completed, loss
approximations can be made. In this part of the algorithm
all parameter equations eqs. (22) and (25) to (27) are
prepared and solved while excluding all Nph-terms as in
eq. (28). Nph is then calculated according to eq. (29).

First, an approximation of copper area per slot is made in
eq. (21).

Awire = Auskfill
Ns

3Nph
(21)

Per-phase resistance can be approximated using eq. (22),
inserting eq. (21) and eq. (30).

Rs = ρ
Lturn

Awire

Nph

2 (22)

The resistivity of the copper material is dependent on tem-
perature, and can be extrapolated for a selected operating
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temperature To by eq. (22). The required coefficients are
shown in table I.

ρ(To) = ρ0 [1 + Kc (To − 20[°C])] (23)

The slot leakage inductance (Ls), end winding inductance
(Lend), and the magnetizing inductance (Lgap) are all
calculated separately for each slot, as shown in eqs. (24a)
to (24c) [24].

Lend = N2
ph

µ0τs

4 ln
(

τs

√
π

2Aus

)
(24a)

Lgap = N2
ph

µ0µrτsLco

2 (lm + kcµrhag)
(24b)

Ls = N2
ph

(
µ0husL

3wsb
+ µ0h12L

(wo + wsb) /2 + µ0h11L

wo

)
(24c)

Total motor inductance is now the sum of each contribution
multiplied by the slot number, as in eq. (25).

Xs = 2πfelNs (Lend + Lgap + Ls) (25)

Remaining electrical parameters are calculated according
to eqs. (26) and (27).

E0 = 4.44felkwdgϕp1
Nph

2 (26)

Ir = JmaxAuskfill
Ns

3Nph
(27)

Rs = K1N2
ph Xs = K2N2

ph

E0 = K3Nph Ir = K4/Nph

(28)

Nph = Vr√
(K3 + K1K4)2 + (K2K4)2

(29)

Calculation of the completed motor design mass is purely
geometrical, with the exemption of winding mass, which
includes approximated end winding mass. This approxi-
mation is made by approximating the end winding length
as the circumference of a semi-circle between each slot as
seen in eq. (30)

Lturn = 2 (Lew + Lcr) Lew = τs
π

2 (30)

Mass is calculated according to eqs. (31) to (38). A basic
motor enclosure weight can be estimated by assuming its
mass as a fraction of the total mass in eq. (38).

Table I:
Copper resistivity extrapolation parameters [23]

Kc ρ0

4.290 · 10−3 [K−1] 1.724 · 10−8 [Ωm]

Msh = ρhsπ

(
Dsh

2

)2
Lcr, (31)

Myr = ρfeπ

[(
Der

2

)2
−

(
Dir

2

)2
]

Lcr, (32)

Mpm = ρpmαmπ

[(
Der

2 + lm

)2
−

(
Der

2

)2
]

Lcr, (33)

Mtth = ρfeNs

[
wtthus + wswh11 + wtth12

+ 1
2

(
wsw − wtt

)
h12

]
Lcr, (34)

Mcu = ρcuAuskfillNsLturn, (35)

Mys = ρfeπ

[(
Des

2

)2
−

(
Des

2 − hys

)2
]

Lcr, (36)

Menc = ξenc

1 − ξenc

(
Msh + Myr

+ Mpm + Mtth + Mys

)
(37)

Mtot =
∑

i=sh,yr, ...

Mi (38)

A basic analytical loss calculation can now be made. Ohmic
losses are calculated using eq. (39), while motor iron losses
can be approximated using eq. (40) [25]. The Steinmetz
coefficients ks, αs, and βs are material specific and can be
found by basic curve-fitting.

Pohmic = 3RsI2
r (39)

piron = ks((Mys + Mtth)Bβs
ys + MrotorBβs

yr )fαs

el (40)

D. FEM Analysis Loss Calculations

After the initial analytical design process is completed, the
next step is to verify these results by numerical means.
Numerical simulation of the electrical fields in the motors
paints an accurate picture of magnetic dynamics during
operation, allowing for more confidence in the discussion
and conclusions around a selection of the analytically
generated motor designs.

In order to calculate losses, specifically in the motor
iron, it is beneficial to separate the losses into multiple
components, namely hysteresis losses, eddy current losses,
and anomalous losses. This separation is impossible to
measure physically but can be a practical design tool when
attempting to identify the cause of losses [26]. The sum of
Phys, Peddy,Pan make up an approximation of the motor
iron losses, as shown in eq. (41).

piron = phys + peddy + pan (41)
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Grounded in the loss separation described above, one can
apply the Bertotti loss model in the frequency domain, as
seen in eq. (42) [27]. In this equation, loss density (p [W/kg])
can be estimated based on peak flux density B̂ and flux
change frequency (f). In addition, the equation consists of
four coefficients Khys, Keddy, Kan and αb, where the three
first are tied to each respective component in eq. (41). The
coefficient αb is used to estimate hysteresis losses together
with Khys.

piron = KhysB̂fe
αb

f+KeddyB̂fe
2
f2+KanB̂fe

1.5
f1.5 (42)

The aforementioned constants from eq. (42) are material-
specific and can typically be estimated based on material
loss data from the supplier, using curve-fitting or other
means. Onwards, the Bertotti loss estimation method can
be moved from the frequency domain to the time domain
by adapting the method described by Fiorillo and Novikov
[28]. The equations for these loss estimations can be seen
in eqs. (43) to (45). As an added benefit, this method
allows for the used flux waveforms to be non-sinusoidal, in
contrast to eq. (42) in the frequency domain which is only
valid for the first harmonic.

Hysteresis losses occur in any ferromagnetic material sub-
jected to an alternating magnetic field. Domains of material
atoms are aligned in different magnetic orientations, and
subjecting this material to an electric field causes these
atom groups to align to the external field. While the
domains in the ferromagnetic material gradually align, each
orientation change—called a Barkhausen jump—causes
energy losses in the form of heating.

The stator iron is especially subject to a rapidly altering
magnetic field. The material is subjected to two opposite
peak flux densities for every half cycle, and losses increase
by increased electrical frequency and peak flux. This
behavior is reflected in the hysteresis loss estimation
equation shown in eq. (43), which includes peak flux density
(B̂), electrical period (Tel), as well as two material-specific
constants Kh and αb.

phys = KhB̂αb

Tel
(43)

Eddy current losses are caused by ohmic losses from
magnetically induced looping currents in the motor iron,
as well as in the motor magnets. As per Faraday’s law
of induction, the currents increase in magnitude with
increased flux change, magnetic field strength, and the size
of the current loops. In order to reduce iron losses, motor
iron is divided axially into sheets that negate the possibility
of large current loops. An illustration of this principle can
be seen in fig. 7 The ohmic iron losses themselves can be
reduced by having iron materials with lower conductivity,
increasing their internal resistance.

Figure 7: Un-sheeted (left) and sheeted stator (right).

peddy = Keddy

2π2T

∫ T

0

∣∣∣∣dB

dT

∣∣∣∣2
dt (44)

Lastly, there are anomalous losses. These are iron losses,
caused by remaining factors like physical distortion in the
iron material. These losses can be approximated by eq. (45).

pan = Ka

8.76T

∫ T

0

∣∣∣∣dB

dT

∣∣∣∣1.5
dt (45)

III. Aircraft data sampling

Current fossil-driven aviation uses one of several types
of motors. This thesis searches to examine the design of
electric motors designed based on the performance of these
fossil motors. In order to constrict the scope of the analysis,
it is necessary to reduce this selection of motor types to a
single type: turboprop motors.

As the thesis studies electric motor design for use in
traditional aircraft, focusing on efficiency is paramount.
Since turboprops are more effective than turbofan regional
aircraft [7], these aircraft may form a better foundation
for efficient propulsion design. Part of the reason for this
is that turbojets operate at much higher air speeds and
therefore have a larger velocity gradient between Vinlet and
Vexhaust, leading to lower efficiency per. eq. (5).

In order to form a foundation for the design of electric
motors, a broad selection of turboprop-aircraft data is
sampled. The data within this section was initially sampled
in the previously mentioned pre-thesis report [15]. The
complete dataset is presented in table II.

Sampled data consist almost exclusively of twin-engined
aircraft and includes most of the regional turboprop aircraft
used in civilian flights. Passenger capacities range from 9–90
persons, and both certification classes by the European
Union Aviation Safety Agency (EASA)—CS-23 and CS-
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Table II: Aircraft data.
*Approximated data.

Manufacturer Model
Max.
pax.
cap.

Dprop Nmotors

Single
engine
power [kW]

Motor Vmax [m/s] RPM* Source

Antonov AN-140 52 3.6 2 1838 PW127A 159.7 1086 [29]
Antonov An-32 50 4.7 2 3812 Ivchenko A1-20DM 147.2 869 [30]
Antonov AN-2 AN-2 12 3.6 1 1375 TVD-20 70.8 1325 [31]
ATR ATR-42-300 50 3.96 2 1342 PWC PW120 138.9 1058 [30]
ATR ATR-72 74 3.93 2 1846 PW127M 141.7 1058 [30][32]
British Aerospace Jetsteram Super 31 19 2.69 2 760 Garrett TPE331-12UAR 135.3 1574 [30]
British Aerospace Jetstream 41 29 2.9 2 1118 Garrett TPE331-14 151.7 1388 [30]
British Aerospace ATP 72 4.19 2 1978 PW126A 140.4 996 [30]
CASA/IPTN CN235-100 44 3.35 2 1305 GE CT7-C 126.1 1294 [30]
de Havilland Canada Dash-8-100A 39 3.96 2 1524 PW121 139.2 1057 [33]
de Havilland Canada Dash-8-Q200 40 3.96 2 1600 PW123D 148.6 1027 [34]
de Havilland Canada Dash-8-Q300 56 3.96 2 1864 PW123B 147.8 1030 [30][35]
de Havilland Canada Dash-8-Q400 90 4.1 2 3781 PW150 185.3 847 [36]
Dornier 328 33 3.6 2 1625 PW119C 172.2 1031 [37]
Embraer Brasilia EMB-120 30 3.2 2 1342 PW118 168.9 1177 [30]
Fairchild Metro 23 20 2.69 2 820 Garret TPE331 160.0 1452 [30]
Fokker 50-100 58 3.66 2 1864 PW125B 156.9 1079 [30]
Fokker F27 59 3.66 2 1529 RR D Mk.539-7R 141.4 1137 [38, 39]
Ilyushin Il-114 64 3.6 2 1839 Klimov TV7-117S 138.9 1164 [40]
LET L-410 UVP-E20 19 2.4 2 597 GE H80-200 112.5 1862 [41]
Piper PA-42-III 9 2.7 2 537 Garrett TPE331-14 126.0 1606 [42]
Shorts 330-200 30 2.82 2 893 PW PT6a-45-R 97.2 1631 [30]
Shorts 360 36 2.82 2 1062 PW PT6A-65AR 112.2 1586 [43]
Sukhoi SU-80 30 3.96 2 1305 GE CT7-9B 130.6 1083 [44]
SAAB 340B 37 3.35 2 1305 GE CT7-9B 141.1 1243 [30]
SAAB 2000 58 3.81 2 3096 RR AE2100P 184.7 915 [30]
Xian MA60 62 3.93 2 2750 PW127J 142.8 1054 [40]
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Figure 8: Sampled civilian turboprop aircraft.

25—are represented. Both small commuter aircraft and the
largest turboprop airliners are thus included.

Aircraft engine rated power data is readily available;
however, information about the rated rotational speed
for their propellers is not as trivial to source. This lack of
information is partly caused by existing turbo-motors rarely
being direct-drive, and that rated motor-rpm, therefore, is
different according to which aircraft/propeller is operated
by it. Rated RPM for direct drive propulsion must therefore
be approximated. The propeller tip speed is assumed
to be fixed at Mach 0.8 for all aircraft. Using eq. (4),
propeller diameter and aircraft maximum air-speed, nr

can be approximated. The sound speed value is based on
the U.S. standard atmosphere at 13 000 ft (4000m)—where
a = 324.579 m/s—for all aircraft [45].

These data can be used to plot the aircraft performances
across the design space previously described, as presented
in fig. 8. In order to form a picture if the capabilities of
the sampled aircraft, passenger capacity is also included
in the diagram.

In fig. 8, the motor output power is considered together
with propeller rpm and not turbine rpm. Although turbine
power and rpm form an accurate description of turbine
motor performance, the scope of this thesis is to examine
the propeller-motor interface—particularly with an electric
motor directly driving a propeller. Therefore, considering
propeller rpm and shaft power is more relevant in the
context of this thesis.
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IV. Electric Motor Design

This section will describe the electric motor design pro-
cesses conducted during this thesis. The foundation for
most of these choices is also described.

The goals of the design process can be divided into
two aspects. Firstly initial design space parameters of
motor power rating and rotational speed must be realized.
Secondly, choices must be made during the process to
realize a specific objective, reflecting desired performance.
It is decided that motor efficiency and specific power are
the most important variables to optimize for.

In its essence, the design process of an electric motor
consists of two steps.

First, a decision on motor type must be made. Initially,
this spans topology, where the option of axial to radial
flux, salient to non-salient poles, geared or direct drive,
cooling method, and motor type must be decided. Be-
yond—parameters like pole count and aspect ratio can be
chosen. After selecting a base topology, one must select
a basic winding design. This encompasses slot count and
winding topology. After this, motor materials can be chosen
based on desired performance goals. Lastly, and before
the second design process step, some initial geometric
parameters are assigned values.

Second, the actual motor design must be found, which
includes finding actual geometric dimensions and stating
electrical parameters. These calculations are, in turn,
performed employing an analytical design algorithm. After
this, the resulting designs can be verified by more advanced
simulations of the motor performance and the geometric
parameters tweaked to improve overall motor performance.

The choices in design determined in this section are based
on a literature review conducted during this the pre-project
for this thesis [15].

A. Underlying Motor Topology and Parameters

The initial choice of topology and design parameters must
be made to complement the design requirements of electric
motors for aviation. These requirements can be considered
as two main elements. The demands of an electric motor
in aviation and the performance demanded by the sampled
aircraft.

For civilian electric aviation in general, two of the most
essential aspects are efficiency and specific power, which
are the two design outputs addressed in this thesis. This
prioritization means making choices that allow for high
efficiency and lightweight construction.

Building geometry that balances efficiency and weight
is challenging, as these two factors often come at a
cost to each other. Increasing efficiency reduces battery
capacity demands, saving weight but ofttimes making

motors heavier. The examination of energy storage is
considered outside of the scope of this thesis. This scope
restraint means that the work will attempt to avoid direct
choices of trading efficiency for specific power.

The aircraft data from section III show that turboprop
motor outputs power in the range of 0.5–4 MW while
driving propellers in the speed range of 800–2000 rpm. The
decreasing rpm as a function of increased power output
means that the aircraft demand relatively high torque,
which must be accounted for in the motor design. This
torque demand is further amplified by the generally low
rpm of aeronautical electric motors compared to automotive
motors.

1) Base Topology Selection: The permanent magnet syn-
chronous machine (PMSM) is a popular type among the
many kinds of electric motors. The use of permanent mag-
nets mean that the rotor core is permanently magnetized,
negating losses related to electrical magnetization. The
technology is mature, and the topology has already seen
use in aviation due to its high power density and efficiency
[4, 46, 47]. It is therefore elected to design PMSMs in this
thesis.

Multiple types of PMSMs exist, with the radial flux inner
rotor PMSM being the most common. Radial flux machines
mean the magnetic coupling between stator and rotor takes
place radially from the motor core, with the rotor either
being inside or outside the stator. The alternative—axial
flux machines—are characterized by the stator and rotor
being placed along the motor shaft and the magnetic
coupling being situated axially along the shaft. Even though
axial flux machines show promise in their compactness and
specific power, they are less technologically mature than
radial flux machines. Consequently, the PM machines in
this thesis are all radial flux machines.

A radial flux PMSM can either have its rotor inside the
stator, outside it, or two rotors on either side of the stator.
NASA’s SCEPTOR program evaluated these three designs
and concluded that the double rotor design achieves higher
efficiency and specific power than both in-, and out-runner
motors [47]. However, the increased complexity led to the
more traditional in-runner motor being selected as the base
topology in the project.

For the reasons outlined in this subsection, the radial flux,
inner rotor, PMSM is selected as the base topology for all
motors designed in this thesis.

It is determined to use liquid cooling in the motor, as this
method can handle a higher slot current density than air-
cooled machines without overheating. A higher allowable
current density means that a smaller slot area is needed,
reducing weight [48].

2) Initial Magnetic Design: Selection of the pole count is
made outside the dimensioning algorithm and is therefore
not an optimization variable. Because of this, the choice
must be made based on literature to achieve satisfactory
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results across the design space. According to Zhang et al.
[13], high specific power motors generally employ "high
pole counts"—a claim that is backed up in other literature
[49, 50]. Dubois et al. [47] also find that pole counts between
48 or 50 poles achieve higher efficiency at a lower weight
than lower count motors. It is elected to utilize a pole count
of 40 in the motor design.

The two main options in permanent magnet mounting
are surface mounted PMs (SPM) or interior mounted
magnets (IPM), where magnets are shrouded inside the
rotor structure.

There are two main benefits of interior mounted magnets.
The first is that they do not require structural support in
the rotor to combat the radial forces experienced during
rotational velocity, making it possible to reduce air gap
height [51]. The reduced air gap leads to less leakage flux.
The other benefit—in many cases—is that they offer a high
torque across a wide speed range, contrary to SPMs that
typically have a higher torque output across a narrower
band of rotational velocity [13].

Surface-mounted magnets often require a retaining ring to
secure the magnets to the rotor surface, increasing the air
gap. However, based on aircraft data not requiring high
rotational velocities, it is assumed that the radial load on
the magnets is low enough to allow for a sufficiently small
air gap. The relatively narrow torque-speed characteristic
of the SPM may be a benefit considering the design require-
ments posed by fixed the speed propellers of turboprop
aircraft. Because of this, an SPM-design is pursued further.

3) Winding Topology: Laying the foundation for the
electric dimensioning of the motor, the choice of winding
topology must be made.

The two main winding architectures are concentrated
and distributed windings. In distributed windings, where
q ≥ 1 from eq. (6), ends of the windings span across
multiple slots and overlap around the stator periphery.
This layout generally reduces induced EMF harmonics
[52, 53]. Concentrated windings, however, where q ≤ 1, is
characterized by end windings only traversing single teeth.
This shorter traverse reduces end winding length, which
leads to lower total mass and reduced end winding ohmic
losses. Concentrated winding offers desirable benefits and
is selected as winding architecture for the project.

The slot number selection is made based on the choice of
concentrated windings. In order to achieve a high winding
factor, eq. (17) shows that some combinations of pole
count and slot count are more desirable than others. A slot
count of Np = 45 is selected based on two main factors.
The winding factor of this slot count is 0.9452, which
is satisfactorily high. Additionally, the greatest common
divisor of slot count and pole count is 5, allowing for
faster computations as only 1/5 of the motor needs to
be simulated.

A slot count of 45 means that the three-phase windings

must be double-slotted. The winding layout for all designs
in this thesis is shown in fig. 9.

A voltage rating must be set for the motor designs
during the electrical dimensioning process. A Vr of 1 kV
is used as a base parameter for all motors. Electrical
dimensioning during the FEM-analysis is further described
in section IV-C2.

4) Materials selection: Materials must be selected for
motor iron, permanent magnets, coils, and the motor
shaft. These decisions are made to promote the desired
performance parameters, namely density, and ability to
handle magnetic and physical loading.

Due to the high torque the motors experience during full-
power operation, a high motor iron flux density is required
to reduce the need for motor iron. This requirement
can be deduced from eq. (16). The material magnetic
permeability describes the ability of the material to conduct
magnetic flux before reaching a maximum and the iron
becoming saturated. Having a high permeability and a low
density is, therefore, the ideal iron material based on the
considerations in this project.

Two alloys are considered for motor iron, namely cobalt-
iron (CoFe) and silicon-iron (SiFe), with saturation flux and
mass density for both shown in table III. Both materials
are known for their high saturation flux, but ultimately
CoFe alloys have the highest [4, 54, 55]. SiFe-irons are
cheaper and more widely used, but based on their higher
saturation flux, the CoFe alloy Vacoflox 48 [56] is selected
as motor iron material.

Motor magnets are selected based on remanence flux
density (Br) and magnetic coercivity (Hc). Remanence
flux density describes the amount of magnetization in the
magnet material, where table IV shows these values for the
three considered magnet materials. In order to conserve
mass, a high remanence is desirable, where NdFeB-magnets
are the superior choice. NdFeB is also the material with
the highest coercivity. One downside with NdFeB-magnets
are their low curie-temperature as compared to SmCo and
AlNiCo-magnets [58, 59]. This means that they can be de-
magnetized at lower temperatures than their counterparts.
However, since the Curie temperature of NdFeB is 300–370

Table III:
Soft magnetic steel [54, 55, 56, 57].

Material Bsat [T] ρ [kg /m3]
CoFe 2.3 8120
SiFe 2.05 7600 –7800

Table IV:
Permanent magnet materials [58, 59]

Material Br[T] Hc[kAm−1]
NdFeB 0.97 – 1.45 740 – 1000
SmCo 0.85 – 1.1 620 – 840

AlNiCo 0.6 – 1.16 40 – 120
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Figure 9: Winding layout for 40-pole–45-slot PMSM with concentrated windings.

◦C, it is considered sufficiently high, and this material is
therefore selected. The specific magnet grade selected is
N52M.

Material parameters are also required for coils and the
motor shaft. Copper is selected as the winding material.
Due to its tensile strength and low density, grade 5 titanium
is selected as shaft material.

5) Geometric design parameters: The analytical design
algorithm described in section IV-B requires an initial
parameter of motor aspect ratio—λ. This value describes
the ratio between motor length and the air gap diameter.
A high λ means the motor is more barrel-shaped, reducing
inner motor radius and volumetric size. Qu et al. [50] shows
that designing a motor with a low aspect ratio can result
in efficiency gains as well as higher specific power. As these
parameters are the main optimization focus in this thesis,
a low aspect ratio of λ = 0.2 is selected.

Due to uncertainty about radial forces, and the choice
of keeping structural analysis outside the scope of the
thesis, the retaining sleeve in the air gap made to keep the
permanent magnets in place is not modeled. However, the
air gap height is set to 2.5 mm to ensure the room for such
a sleeve.

In addition to λ, slot fill factor, air gap size, shoe dimen-
sions, operating temperature, and magnet to pole pitch

Table V:
Material specific analytical input properties.
Symbol Value Source

Bmax 1.850 T [56]
ki 0.970 [60]
Br 1.445 T [61]

αs/βs/ks 1.879 / 2891 / 1.04 · 10−4 [56]
Jmax 4.950 A/mm2 [62, p.313]
ρiron 8120 kg/m3 [56]
ρmag 7500 kg/m3 [61]
ρcu 8933 kg/m3 [23]
ρsh 4430 kg/m3 [63]

is determined—which will remain constant for all designs.
The parameters are presented in table VI.

Shaft diameter is based on the material properties of
titanium and the expected maximum torque for the
machines. The diameter of 100 mm is deemed sufficient
for all motor ratings [64, 63]. Magnet pitch as a fraction
of pole pitch is set to 5/6, where a larger value can cause
excessive flux leakage Strous [65].

Any structural analysis will not be conducted during
the design process—to limit the scope of the thesis. An
approximation of the enclosure mass will be made instead
based on a PMSM designed for the 2010 hybrid-electric
vehicle Toyota Prius. This design has a total enclosure mass
of 38.3% of the total unit weight [66]. Since this motor
design is made for vehicular propulsion, it is assumed that
the focus is less on minimizing weight than on aeronautical
motors. Enclosure mass is therefore assumed to be 25% of
the total machine weight.

B. Analytical Design Algorithm

An analytical design algorithm is made in order to generate
the electric motor design space. The analytical equations
described in section II-C form the basis for the methodology
laid out in fig. 10.

The generation of a design space across different motor
performance parameters is initialized by selecting which
parameters the design will span. As previously specified,
the electric motors designed in this thesis will be compared
to the rated power of turboprop aircraft. After aircraft rpm
data is made available, it is possible to use motor speed
and power rating as the main input parameters for the
design space. The parameters for this sweep are presented
in table VII.

At each power and speed requirement, a series of steps
are conducted. A motor is designed based on the initial
dimensioning equations from section II-C, with the rotor
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Table VI:
Input parameters for all analytical dimensioning.

Vr p Ns kfill αm lm hag h11 h12 Dsh wo To

1000 V 40 45 0.45 5/6 10 mm 2.5 mm 2 mm 2 mm 100 mm 4 mm 60 ◦C
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Figure 10: Analytical design method flowchart.

Table VII:
Design space parameters.

Pr Nr ∆Der ∆Dmin

0.5–4 MW 800–2000 rpm 1 mm 5 mm

yoke diameter hus increasing until thermal loading and
flux density are lower than the pre-specified limit. This
process is conducted for values of Dmin ranging from 0.2 m
to 1.5 m, with a step size of 5 mm. After this, the motor
design with the lowest mass is stored, and the process is
repeated for new power and speed requirement.

In order to achieve viable designs, constraints are used to
manage selected parameters. Flux density in the motor
iron is constrained by setting a maximum value based
on the characteristics of the selected motor iron material.
This value is selected based on the knee point of the
B–H-characteristic curve of Vacoflux 48. The selected
value is 1.85 T, representing a relatively high-efficiency
operation, after which the motor iron approaches saturation.
A thermal loading constraint is also used during initial
motor dimensioning. This constraint is expressed as the
product of linear current density (Ks) and slot current
density (J). According to Bertotti [27], air-cooled machines
typically operate with a KsJ of 1–2 GA2/m3, while liquid-
cooled machines can reach 3–4 GA2/m3. As the motors
are selected to be liquid-cooled, the KsJ-constraint is set
to 4 GA2/m3.

1) Assumptions and Simplifications: A major simplification
in the analytical algorithm lies in the completed efficiency
calculations. Using Steinmetz’s loss equation, motor iron
losses are included, with ohmic losses calculated on a per-
phase equivalent basis. B-fields are not modeled, which can
cause inaccuracies. In addition, both magnet eddy current
losses and AC losses are omitted.

No thermal analysis is conducted, which means that
parameters determined by temperature are fixed at an
assumed To.

No structural simulations or calculations are conducted, as
only the active components of the motor are dimensioned.
An approximation of enclosure mass is, however, made.

The values in table VI are all kept constant during the
analytical dimensioning procedure. There is a possibility
that changing these parameters will lead to a performance
improvement. However, their inclusion is elected to keep
outside the scope of the thesis.

C. FEM — Simulation and Adaptation

After generating an analytically calculated design space
of motor designs—and before conducting any analysis of
the results—a finite element method (FEM) analysis is to
be completed using the software COMSOL Multiphysics
[67]. A numerical simulation of a selection of motor designs
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generates performance and loss data that can be compared
to the values generated by the less sophisticated analytical
design algorithm. These results can additionally serve as a
base for further design improvement.

1) Geometry Generation: The motor dimension parameters
generated by the algorithm described in section IV-B
is used to build a 2-dimensional geometry in COMSOL.
The geometry is further parameterized in order to reduce
the number of required variables in any potential future
optimization algorithm, reducing the number of governing
geometric parameters to those presented in table VIII.

In order to reduce simulation time, only the most minor
fraction possible of the motor should be simulated. The re-
sults impacted by this simplification are then compensated
for in post-processing. Due to symmetry, this fraction is the
inverse of the greatest common divisor between pole count
and slot count. As the pole and slot count is fixed during
the entire design process, only one-fifth of any motor is
simulated.

To improve simulation accuracy, the COMSOL mesh
builder is set to fine. In addition to this, the air gap mesh
is further improved to ensure result validity. The number
of mesh nodes in the air gap is selected to find a balance
between reduced simulation time and result accuracy. The
number of elements per pole is set to 70, meaning the air
gap in total consists of 560 nodes for 1/5 of the entire
motor.

2) Simulation and Loss Modeling: When each motor is
simulated in COMSOL, the physics model is in different
ways adapted to produce desired results. Multiple sources
of losses must be modeled to generate satisfyingly accurate
loss approximations of the motor. Motor torque, power
output, as well as stator and rotor flux density are
also variables to be measured. Some approximations and
simplifications in the employed COMSOL physics model
are also made.

In order to simulate stator iron flux and eddy-currents,
some adaptations to the base materials used in COMSOL
are made. The base eddy current model does not take
stator iron sheeting into account. Therefore, this model
is discarded by omitting motor iron conductivity entirely
and using a different loss model to simulate eddy-current
losses.

Bertotti’s expanded loss model, described in section II-D,
using eqs. (43) to (45) is implemented in COMSOL, by
adding up losses over the stator iron. To accomplish this,
material parameters αb, Khys, Keddy and Kan must be
determined. Equation (42) is used as a custom equation
the curve fitting tool in Matlab. Based on Krings [68] it
is decided to constrain αb between 1.4 and 2.2—a typical
range for this variable. Additionally, all coefficients should
be positive, leading to them being constrained accordingly.

Data for the iron material previously described, Vacoflux 48,
is provided from the data sheet presented in Vac [56] and

used to approximate loss coefficients. The values of these
parameters are presented in table IX, while the goodness
of the curve fit is presented in table X. The anomalous loss
coefficient is bound at the non-negative constraint, meaning
anomalous losses are omitted for these simulations. Because
of data availability, it is decided to assume a sheet thickness
of 3 mm for the motor iron.

The implementation of the previously described Bertotti
iron-loss calculations in COMSOL is done by calculating
losses according to eqs. (43) and (44) for motor iron every
element in the FEM-analysis. Every contribution is then
calculated according to the iron surface integrals in eqs. (46)
and (47). The final output loss value is the calculated
average loss for a single simulation.

Peddy = NsegLcoρfe

∫∫
S

peddyds (46)

Phys = NsegLcoρfe

∫∫
S

physds (47)

Calculation of copper losses in COMSOL is done in
much the same way as the analytical calculations. Copper
temperature is set to the same values as for the analytical
calculations to ensure the same conductivity. Resistance
is then calculated using eq. (48). Average turn length is
calculated according to eq. (30), and therefore includes end
winding ohmic losses, even though end windings are not
electrically or magnetically modeled.

R = ρ · nturn · Lturn

Aslot · kftll

nturm

·
(

2
3 · Ns

Nseg

)
(48)

Magnet eddy current losses are calculated as average losses
based on the integrated loss calculation in COMSOL. This
result is then multiplied by the total number of motor
sections.

In order to calculate motor output torque, Arkkio’s method
is implemented into the COMSOL model [69]. Due to the
motors discussed in this paper being three-phase motors,
the largest harmonic component of the torque ripple has a
frequency of 6 times the electrical frequency. This frequency
means that the average torque, used as an output variable,
can be calculated as the time average during a sixth of
the electrical period. In order to reduce total simulation
time, it is also decided to constrain simulation length to
a sixth of the electrical period. Average power-output can
be calculated from average torque as per eq. (1).

Maximum flux density measurements are conducted by
creating line averages in the rotor and stator yoke as well
as in the stator teeth, indicated in fig. 11. During every
time step in the total simulation time of 1

6 Tel an average
value is calculated. These measurement placements are
selected to ensure that a periodic flux density maximum
is reached during the reduced simulation time. The rotor
yoke measurement—specifically—is placed between two
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Table VIII:
Required input parameters for building COMSOL geometry.

αm Dir h11 h12 hag hus hyr hys kfill lm wtt w0 λ

Table IX:
Bertotti loss parameters from curve fit.

Name Value Unit
αb 2.2 —
Khys 8.781 · 10−3 [ W

kg
]

Keddy 6.903 · 10−5 [ m2s3A2

kg2 ]
Kan 0 —

Table X:
Goodness of curve fit for Bertotti loss estimation.

R-square SSE
98.35% 1368 W

kg

opposite magnets, where the flux density is highest. This
measurement must also rotate concurrently with the rotor.
Flux maxima are then extracted by simply finding the
maximum value of each of the three line averages.

Initial attempts to simulate motors based on the electri-
cal parameters calculated using the analytical algorithm
described section IV-B yields output power that does not
precisely match the desired rating. It is elected to—instead
of defining coil-currents—define a current density for each
slot and then calculate the coil current by employing
eq. (49). Using current density as an input variable makes
the management of slot thermal loading more controllable,
as it becomes possible to control current density directly.
The number of turns is fixed at eight turns per coil for all
designs to simplify the electric dimensioning further.

Î =
√

2Jkfill · Aslot

Nturns
(49)

Some of the analytically generated electrical parameters do
not correspond to the desired power output; sweep analyses
of the slot current density are therefore conducted. Through
interpolation of the power output of these simulation data,

B
yt, avg

B
ys, avg

B
yr, avg

Figure 11: Line averages used to measure different flux
densities

a current density corresponding to the desired output power
can be found. A simulation employing this current density
is then conducted to ensure the validity of the interpolation,
and J is adjusted if necessary.

Coil currents are in COMSOL described as in eq. (50). An
offset angle θo is included in the equations to ensure a
shift in the electric and mechanical angle that results in
maximum torque. The angle is determined by simulating
the motor at the rated mechanical speed with no current
and identifying the relative phase shift in the induced coil
voltage. The angle is 1.512 radians and is assigned to θo.

Ia = Î sin (2πfelt + θo)
Ib = Î sin (2πfelt − 2π/3 + θo)
Ic = Îsin (2πfelt + 2π/3 + θo)

(50)

3) Comsol Assumptions and simplifications: To reduce the
complexity of electrically sizing each motor, the number of
coil turns is kept constant during simulations of motors in
different sizes. This means that voltage increases by power
input while current density is kept in the same range.

The losses simulated in the motor iron are hysteresis, eddy
current and anomalous losses. For the magnets, constant
magnetization is assumed, and only eddy currents in the
magnets are assumed to cause losses. Electrically—only
ohmic losses are included. The sampling of loss calculations
means that any mechanical and AC losses are not assumed
nor approximated.

No thermal analysis will be conducted. Motor performance
is calculated assuming an ambient temperature of 60◦C, but
a thermal circuit is not constructed. Thermal management
is instead managed by being included as constraints both
during the later manual optimization and the analytical
dimension algorithm.

D. Manual Optimization

After completing FEM simulations of a selection of ana-
lytically designed motors, it is desirable to investigate the
possibility of optimizing and improving the designs further.
Conducting this optimization, in turn, makes it possible
to validate the analytical design ability of the algorithm
to produce efficient and power-dense designs.

The manual optimization procedure will be conducted with
the three motor designs implemented in COMSOL as a
starting point. The manual optimization of these designs is
conducted while keeping the individual initial parameters
constant, like power output (Pr) and rated speed (Nr).
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Input data

Nr Pr

Design parameters Dirαm kfilllm wtt

h11 h12 hag hyr hyshus

wo

λAnalytical dimensioning
algorithm output

Sweep to find required J
Jr = J @ Pavg= Pr

Repeat for
0.95 • hus < hus, new < 1.05 • hus

in 2 steps

Sweep to find J
Jr = J @ Pavg= Pr

Continue
Break

Repeat for
0.9 • ζ < ζnew < 1.1 •ζ

in 7 steps

Sweep to find J
Jr = J @ Pavg= Pr

Continue

Break

Repeat for
6 mm < lm, new < 20 mm

in 8 steps

Sweep to find J
Jr = J @ Pavg= Pr

Continue

Break

Repeat for
0.7 • hus < hus, new < 1.5 • hus

in 8 steps

Sweep to find J
Jr = J @ Pavg= Pr

Continue

Break

1.

3.

2.

END

Figure 12: Manual optimization sweep flowchart. In this
diagram, ζ represents all iron dimensions hyr, hys and wtt.

The first part of the manual optimization procedure is to
examine the effect of varying tooth length (hus). Constant
power output is desired, which means that current density
must change with tooth length. A sweep analysis changing
the stator tooth length between 0.7 · hus and 1.5 · hus while
applying current densities in the range 3 to 10 A/mm2 is
conducted in COMSOL. More detailed sweep parameters
are shown in table XI.

The sweep analysis of stator tooth length generates mul-
tiple operating points with different power outputs for
each specific tooth length. By using linear interpolation,
approximated simulation output data is generated for each
tooth at the intended motor power output. These data
provide enough information to determine the desired tooth
length for each motor performance point. Tooth length has,
per eq. (20), a significant impact on slot area and thus
slot current density. Investigating this parameter allows
optimizing the motor dimensions to a maximum allowable
current density based on thermal loading.

The second part of the manual optimization procedure is
investigating the performance impact of changing magnet
length (lm).Similarly, as for hus, magnet length is varied
with changing current densities. Magnet length has a

Table XI:
First sweep analysis parameters

Parameter Value range Number of steps
hus 70–150% 8
J 3–10 A/mm2 8

lower impact on slot area than tooth length, so the range
of current densities is smaller than during the previous
sweep—reducing simulation time.The sweep variables can
be observed in table XII.

The rationale for investigating changes to lm is that it
changes the balance between flux produced by permanent
magnets and stator windings, where efficiency or power
density may be impacted.

The third and last aspect of the motors to be optimized
is iron dimensions, with the intent to improve maximum
flux density distribution. Flux density is in terms of iron
dimensions mostly affected by rotor yoke height (hyr),
stator yoke height (hys) and tooth width (wtt), which can
be seen in eqs. (14) and (15). Sweep parameters are shown
in table XIII.

The main goal in optimizing yoke geometry is to reduce
the difference in flux density in teeth and stator back iron.
A significant difference in stator yoke and stator tooth flux
density is undesirable, as one of the two will be loaded
harder or less than necessary. If flux density is too high,
iron can also be re-dimensioned to improve efficiency.

After the results for the third round of optimization are
generated, the rated current density may change based on
what changes are elected to be made. Stator tooth height,
hus, therefore undergoes one last sweep to keep the final
motor design at the desired current density and thermal
loading.

E. Performance map

The completed motor design optimization produces final
motor designs for retrofit in turboprop aircraft. Base
performance results are calculated during the optimization
process for motor operation at rated rpm and power output.
However, it remains to be seen how the motors perform
efficiency-wise during an actual flight profile.

From fig. 5 in section II-B it can be seen that power output
changes based on if the aircraft is in take-off, climb, cruise,
or an approach/landing phase. Therefore, the finalized
designs are subjected to different values of input current
to simulate this range of output power. The change in rpm

Table XII:
Second sweep analysis parameters

Parameter Value range Number of steps
lm 6–20 mm 8
J 5-9 A/mm2 5

Table XIII:
Third sweep analysis parameters

Parameter Value range Number of steps
hyr, hys, wtt 90–100% 7

J 6.4-6.5 A/mm2 2
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fixed speed propellers experience during take-off is also
included in the analysis. The specifics of this sweep are
shown in table XIV.

Motor power output changes both based on input current
and rpm. In order do display efficiency as both power and
rpm, interpolation must be conducted. This is achieved
through the griddata-function in Matlab, making sure that
power is correctly attributed to the y-axis of the gener-
ated diagrams. The function interpolates the calculated
efficiency data across 200 x 200 points.

The power-use sweep results make it possible to super-
impose the different flight phases in the final result. The
knowledge that motors typically reach their higher rota-
tional speeds during take-off can be used to further generate
approximated operating points in the two-dimensional
power-rpm diagram.

V. Results

A. Analytical data

The analytical design algorithm described in section IV-B
and fig. 10 can be used to output heat maps of different
performance indicators across the previously described
design space of rated output power and rpm. In order to
aid comparisons to actual turboprops, the aircraft sampled
in section III are superimposed on these results. Some of
the motors designed are going to be verified using FEM
analysis. These motors are also indicated on the same
diagrams.
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Figure 13: Analytically calculated specific power
superimposed with sampled and simulated motor ratings.

Table XIV:
Performance analysis parameters

Parameter Value range Number of steps
J 20-100 % 20

Nr 100–125% 5

Figure 13 presents the specific power of analytically de-
signed PMSMs. The design space comprises specific powers
of 2–6 kW/kg. However, the turboprop data indicate that
designed motors correspond to aircraft motors in the range
of 2.8–3.7 kW/kg. Numerical information about the circled
designs in fig. 13 is also shown in tables XV to XVII.
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Figure 14: Analytically calculated specific torque
superimposed with sampled and simulated motor ratings.

Figure 14 presents specific motor torque as a function of
rated speed and power. Specific torque increases from high-
speed–low-power to low-speed–high-power motors, with
aircraft data points spanning the same diagonal.
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Figure 15: Analytically calculated efficiency superimposed
with sampled and simulated motor ratings.

Lastly, efficiency calculations for the design space are made.
The results from this is shown in fig. 15, with efficiencies
between 99.4 and 98.4%. Spesific numerical data from the
circled points in fig. 15 is shown in tables XV to XVII

B. FEM analysis

1) Simulation of Initial Designs: The motor designs indi-
cated by the circled areas in figs. 13 to 15 are simulated
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using a FEM analysis in COMSOL. The results from these
three simulations are shown in tables XV to XVII.

2) Manual optimization: The initial sweep of the manual
optimization procedure outputs motor characteristics as
a function of changing tooth height. The procedure is
repeated for the three selected motors of 0.82, 1.8 and
3.0 MW. Tooth length and current density are changed
inversely, ensuring constant power output.

The efficiency of motors as a function of changing tooth
length at their rated power and speed are shown in fig. 16a,
with both initial and improved designs indicated. Similarly,
specific power is also plotted for all three motors in fig. 16b.
Tooth length variation significantly impacts current density,
which is why current density in these cases is indicated
along the x-axis.

All three motor designs have their teeth reduced in length
to reach a current density of 6.5 A/mm2. The changes
in the new motor performance are shown in tables XV
to XVII.

The second step of the manual optimization algorithm
is to examine the effect of a changing magnet thickness.
Results of this sweep are shown in figs. 17a and 17b, where
efficiency increases with a reducing rate, and specific power
decreases linearly as a function of magnet thickness. No
immediate improvement in magnet width is found, and
designs from the previous step are not altered.

Table XV:
Design output for Pr= 820-kW, Nr=1450-rpm.

A) Base analytical, B) Base Numerical,
C) Optimized hus, D) Optimized hyr, hys, wtt

Mtot [kg] Des [cm] Pr/Mtot η [%] Tr/Mtot

A) 252.43 73.42 3.25 kW/kg 98.88 21.39 Nm/kg
B) 253.04 73.46 3.24 kW/kg 98.26 21.34 Nm/kg
C)* 232.19 72.33 3.53 kW/kg 98.29 23.26 Nm/kg
D) —— —— —— kW/kg —— —— Nm/kg

*Optimal design

Table XVI:
Design output for Pr= 1.8-MW, Nr=1100-rpm.

A) Base analytical B) Base Numerical,
C) Optimized hus, D) Optimized hyr, hys, wtt

Mtot [kg] Des [cm] Pr/Mtot η [%] Tr/Mtot

A) 566.76 100.11 3.18 kW/kg 99.21 27.63 Nm/kg
B) 566.11 100.10 3.18 kW/kg 98.63 27.61 Nm/kg
C) 518.21 98.75 3.47 kW/kg 98.61 30.16 Nm/kg
D)* 517.81 98.76 3.48 kW/kg 98.62 30.18 Nm/kg

*Optimal design

Table XVII:
Design output for Pr= 3.0-MW, Nr=915-rpm.

A) Base analytical, B) Base Numerical,
C) Optimized hus, D) Optimized hyr, hys, wtt

Mtot [kg] Des [cm] Pr/Mtot η [%] Tr/Mtot

A) 975.78 123.64 3.07 kW/kg 99.36 32.09 Nm/kg
B) 975.45 123.64 3.08 kW/kg 98.72 32.10 Nm/kg
C)* 900.10 122.27 3.33 kW/kg 98.68 34.79 Nm/kg
D) 902.29 122.34 3.32 kW/kg 98.69 34.70 Nm/kg

*Optimal design

The third step of the manual optimization is conducted
for all motors. Improvements, however, are only attempted
on the 1.8 MW and the 3.0 MW motor, and diagrams are,
therefore, only presented for these motors in section V-B2.
Flux density for the three measurement points as a function
of either hyr, hys and wtt are shown for both motors.

The 1.8 MW motor has its stator yoke thickness increased
by 104%, resulting in stator teeth and back iron flux
density being equal. This design is indicated by the red
circle in fig. 18a. This adjustment decreases the required
current density, meaning tooth height can be reduced to
ensure a current density of 6.5 A/mm2 at rated power. The
performance result of this scaling is shown in table XVI.

The 3.0 MW motor is subjected to a similar 104% increase
in stator yoke thickness as the 1.8 MW Motor, which results
in a balance in tooth and back iron maximum flux density.
The motor efficiency is slightly higher than the previous
design iteration; however, the mass increased. This design
iteration is discarded, and its previous iteration is selected
as the finalized design of the 3.0 MW machine.

3) Flight Profile Performance: The efficiency of the man-
ually optimized motor designs is calculated as a function
of output power loading and rpm. The results of this is
presented in figs. 19a to 19c, together with the flight profile
performance demands from fig. 5. Additionally, possible
operating points for the aircraft during these flight phases
are superimposed on the figures.

VI. Discussion

The main goal of this thesis is to investigate a design
space of direct drive PMSMs across a span of performance
demands set by modern aircraft, with electric motor designs
developed to maximize viability. The design space analysis
seeks to draw conclusions from these findings—which
aircraft show the best potential for retrofit, trends in motor
performance, and what the findings can suggest about
propulsion design in electric aircraft.

Aircraft data is collected across a large span of performance
demands, resulting in a design space covering power and
rpm between 0.5–4 MW and 800–2000 rpm, respectively. It
is found that these aircraft follow a clear trend, with power
rating reducing with a negative-exponential proportionality
to calculated rpm. Passenger capacity also reduces with
power rating. These trends make it easier to identify motor
designs that fit aircraft of a specific size bracket.

Using an analytical design algorithm makes it possible
to quickly generate motor geometries for the power–rpm
plane, enabling an analysis of designs related to aircraft
with similar demands.

Observing fig. 13, it becomes apparent that the specific
power of direct drive PMSMs remains consistent regardless
of the aircraft motor rating. This consistency indicates
that little gains can be achieved by electrifying a specific
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Figure 16: Results of FEM simulations as a function of reduced hus/increased J for three motors.
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Figure 17: Results of FEM simulations as a function of increasing lm/decreasing J for three motors.

aircraft in terms of motor mass. However, a slight increase
in specific power can still be found in smaller aircraft.

The data suggest that when choosing a motor for a specific
power output, selecting a smaller diameter propeller with
higher RPM and constant power output can increase the
specific power of the motor. However, from eq. (5), it can be
deduced that this may lead to reduced propulsive efficiency.
The specific power benefit of higher rpm is also reduced
with decreasing power rating, meaning smaller aircraft
has a minor relative reduction in motor mass if a smaller
propeller is chosen.

The increase in specific power is predictable based on
eq. (16). The equation indicates that geometrical size is
proportional to torque so that increasing rotational velocity
does not come with added mass. However, the higher rpm
leads to higher fel, and thus increased motor losses per

eqs. (6) and (42). This loss in efficiency is stacked on top
of the expected reduction in propeller efficiency.

Specific torque does not, however, remain consistent across
the sampled aircraft, as shown in fig. 14. High specific
torque is a feature of larger motors. The relation between
output power and rpm in eq. (1) dictates that increased
rpm leads to a linear reduction in torque, while increased
power demand does the opposite.

From eq. (16) it is known that torque and volume are
proportional Lcr · D2

ag, and thus at least rotor mass. If
the relation of torque to mass described in this equation
is purely linear, no increase in specific torque should be
seen in fig. 14 due to the two terms canceling out in the
calculation of specific torque. Torque increases more quickly
than weight, which may be caused by increased current
density or a nonlinear proportionality in stator geometry.
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Figure 18: Results of FEM simulations. Maximum flux density in different irons as a function iron dimensions for two
motors. Selected design alteration is circled in red.

Figure 15 shows motor efficiency across the design space.
Since all designs have similar current density constraints,
it can be assumed that the change in efficiency is caused
by a reduction in relative magnetic losses as motor rating
increases. It is clear from the analytical calculations that
larger aircraft benefit from higher efficiency, meaning larger
aircraft may have an advantage in relative battery capacity.

Finalized motor designs are simulated across a performance
space defined by the flight cycle requirements of aircraft
with corresponding engine size.

During take-off, the largest power demand takes place
simultaneously with increased rpm. This means that actual
torque load is lower than 100%, which can be traced
in figs. 19a to 19c to be between 80-90% of full torque.
Efficiency at take-off remains close to the calculated rated
efficiency for all motors.

When climbing, output power is reduced, and gradually
decreases from 100% to around 65% of rated power, seen
in figs. 5 and 19a to 19c. Sources describing how output
power is reduced concerning rpm are not found, so if rpm
is immediately reduced to cruise/rated rpm or this is done
gradually is not known. In either case, efficiency gradually
increases with the power decrease. According to fig. 5, the
climb phase requires a significant portion of the aircraft
total energy consumption, depending on cruise length, of
course. Therefore, it can safely be regarded as advantageous
that efficiency increases during the climb.

During cruise—often the longest flight phase—efficiency
approaches its peak. From figs. 19a to 19c it is evident
that peak efficiency is reached at lower output power for

larger motors. This shift indicates that smaller motors are
closer to maximum efficiency during cruise. However, since
high-power motors generally seem to have higher efficiency,
absolute efficiency is highest during cruise for larger motors.

In the approach and landing phase, the motors designed
in this thesis are at their most efficient. However, as the
amount of power required during this phase is relatively
small compared to climb and cruise, the energy savings
of this operational phase is smaller than for other flight
phases.

It may be beneficial to move the operating point of highest
efficiency to a higher power output point to facilitate
optimal efficiency during cruise—the flight phase requiring
the most significant amount of energy. One way to achieve
this is to increase iron thickness so that the knee-point
value of the B–H curve in the iron material is reached
at the 65% power required during cruise. The viability of
this method is supported by the three simulated motors
having decreasing iron flux with a lower power rating, and
that the most efficient operating point for the three motors
increases with reduced power rating.

The cost of moving the point of optimal efficiency upwards
in figs. 19a to 19c is however added weight. The decision
must be made based on a balance in battery weight and
motor weight, which is outside the scope of this thesis.

A. Impact

The completed electric motor designs can now be compared
to the turbine motors they are made to emulate and be
placed in the context of the aircraft they are designed for.
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(a) Pr = 820 kW, Nr = 1450 rpm
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(b) Pr = 1.8 MW kW, Nr = 1100 rpm
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(c) Pr = 3.0 MW kW, Nr = 915 rpm

Figure 19: Performance characteristic of three motors during main flight phases.

This analysis will be conducted for the three excerpted
electric motors—with power ratings of 820 kW, 1.8 MW,
and 3.0 MW—and conceptualized with aircraft having
similar power and rpm requirements.

Table XVIII presents the motor weight of electric motors
compared to turbine turbines with similar speed and power.
The turbine motors require reduction gearboxes that are
included in the presented turbine engine weights. For the
smaller motor, the electric power unit is 158 kg lighter
than its turbine counterpart. This trend shifts gradually
as motor size increases, and for the largest motors, the
electric alternative is 200 kg heavier. The trend in fig. 13
where power density remains constant is therefore not the
case for the sampled turbine motors, which improve with
size in terms of specific power. In terms of retrofitability,
larger aircraft may require reinforcements to handle the
relatively heavier electric motors.

Retrofitting electrical motors means a replacement of
the entire propulsion system. Mass calculations regarding

Table XVIII:
Electric motor/turbine weight comparison for three orders

of motor ratings.
Engine (Dry) Weight Source
PW 118 390.5 kg [71]

820 kW PMSM 232.19 kg —
PW125B 480.8 kg [71]

1.8 MW PMSM 517.81 —
R-R AE 2100P 700 kg [39]
3.0 MW PMSM 900.10 kg —

the weight of this system with components like electrical
converters or fuel pumps for electric and turbine propulsion,
respectively, are not conducted. This makes a comparison
of total system weight difficult.

An evaluation of motor volume can be made based on
calculated geometric parameters. As volume is not among
the optimization variables directly, an in-depth analysis is
not made. The three PMSMs are presented together with
propellers for aircraft with similar performance demands
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Pr = 3.0 MW
Nr = 915 rpm

Pr = 820 kW
Nr = 1450 rpm

Pr = 1.8 MW
Nr = 1100 rpm

Figure 20: Motor designs together with propellers from similarly performing aircraft.
Right to left: Saab 2000, Fokker 50, Metro 23.

Figure 21: Fokker 50 compared to 1.8 MW PMSM design. Aircraft schematic adapted from Marcusroos [70].

in fig. 20. A simple nacelle structure is included in the
sketches to provide context.

The diameter dictated by the selected aspect ratio is in all
cases larger than the propeller hub diameter, which is seen
in fig. 20. The diameter is comparatively similar to those of
turboprop aircraft nacelles, and the diameter can therefore
be considered feasible. The electric motor length is much
shorter than that of turbo motors, indicating that the
electric motor volume is smaller. This claim is supported
by comparing the 1.8 MW motor to the engine nacelle of
the Fokker 50 —an aircraft with similar performance—in
fig. 21. Only the front part of the nacelle holds the turbo
motor, while the aft section holds the landing gear assembly.
The designed motor fits within the original nacelle, albeit
with a higher weight.

As the electric motors increase in rated output power, their
diameter relative to their propeller diameter increases. This

trend is caused by the diameter of propellers remaining
relatively constant compared to increased power rating. The
result of this is that larger motors are more susceptible
to problems regarding drag and other diameter-based
constrains.

Due to the efficiency dynamic shown in figs. 19a to 19c,
some tweaks to aircraft performance could be made to
improve total energy economy, thus reducing energy storage
requirements. If possible, the climb phase could be ex-
tended, reducing power output closer to optimal efficiency.
It is assumed that cruise power output cannot be reduced.
To improve efficiency in this flight phase, the optimal
operation point for the motors can be modified according
to the previous discussion.

According to the analytical design space and the perfor-
mance maps, larger motors are better in terms of efficiency
and specific torque. However, specific power is slightly
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lower, and the large motors are also comparatively heavier
than their turbo motor counterparts. If the motor mass is
considered the main issue, smaller aircraft may be easier
to electrify. However, since batteries can be considered a
significant part of the total aircraft mass in fully electric
aircraft, electrifying larger aircraft may yield a relative net
reduction in system mass due to their higher efficiency.

Since regulatory and system-related concerns are not
addressed in the motor dimensioning procedures, these
matters are not up for discussion and may speak in favor
of distributed propulsion. Distributed propulsion can, for
example, have lower voltage levels, as they employ smaller
motors. This may reduce the size of insulation, power
electronics or other weight-dependent technology. Multiple
motors may also cause a higher system reliability, since
a single motor failure leads to a smaller thrust loss with
more motors.

The findings in this thesis indicate that distributed propul-
sion does not yield gains in specific motor weight or
efficiency from a purely motor perspective. The findings
indicate that the optimal choice in direct drive propulsion
is having a few large motors and not several smaller ones.
Since specific power remains constant, replacing one motor
with two of half the power rating only leads to efficiency
reduction.

B. Aircraft Data

The aircraft data collection is done to ensure that represen-
tative aircraft for the entire range of commercial turboprop
aircraft are represented. For the larger aircraft, the Dash-8-
Q400, the ATR-42, and the ATR-72 are some of the most
common [72]. For smaller turboprop aircraft, the selection
of sample aircraft is made while making sure motors of
different sizes are represented through sources like Jackson
[39]. Based on these considerations, the selection of aircraft
is deemed representative of the current fleet of turboprop
aircraft.

Larger turboprops than the sampled 70+ passenger aircraft
exist but are classified as military. Motor ratings far above
4 MW occur, e.g., the Atlas A400, which has four 8
MW turboprops [73]. Military turboprop aircraft have—in
particular—lower propulsive efficiency than their civilian
counterparts, primarily due to their higher operating
speeds. The contrasting performance characteristics of
these aircraft are large enough that they are considered
inapplicable for use as comparisons in this thesis.

The aircraft data presented in table II is based on on-
line sources; however, due to difficulties finding propeller
rotational velocities during cruise, this data has to be
approximated. The performance of the sampled aircraft
varies greatly, and the basic assumption that a propeller tip
speed typically holds a speed of Mach 0.8 must be verified.

According to Farokhi [6], advanced turboprops can reach tip
speeds of up to Mach 1.3, with cruise speeds between Mach

0.7 and 0.8. However, this is only the case for advanced
turboprops, with more typical aircraft cruising around
Mach 0.4–0.6. Since the last two Mach numbers correspond
to speeds between 130–200 m/s, table II indicates that
the sampled aircraft typically cruise within this envelope.
Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the sampled
civilian aircraft do not reach the tip speeds up to Mach
1.3.

Assuming identical cruise height for all aircraft is a simpli-
fication, but the selected altitude is within the expected
cruise envelope of the sampled aircraft. A tip Mach number
of 0.8 is assumed for all aircraft, making propeller tips
subsonic at a cruise altitude of 13 000 ft. This assumption
is based partly on the expectation that the higher efficiency
of subsonic tips is desirable and comparisons to empirical
data.

Propeller operating ranges are gathered for some aircraft
and compiled in table XIX to verify the calculated propeller
rpm. Three aircraft are selected to represent different
airspeeds.

The Dash-8-Q400, rated at a comparatively high airspeed to
other aircraft, has a typical propeller speed of 850 rpm [16,
36], corresponding closely to the calculated value. A second
cruise RPM is found for the Dash-8-100A—1050 rpm. This
result is also close to the approximation. The LET L-410
UVP-E20, however, is not as close to the approximation
and has a propeller cruise speed of 1700 compared to the
calculated value of 1862 rpm.

Based on the abovementioned considerations, the approx-
imated rpm values are deemed sufficiently accurate for
further work, although the results may be less accurate for
the slowest moving aircraft.

C. Initial Design Decisions

The choices made in advance of the analytical design pro-
cedure and succeeding motor designs lead to consequences
for the final result. This subsection will discuss the impact
of these assumptions.

The design space that lays the foundation for most results
gathered in this thesis is based on motors designed for rated
maximum motor output power and propeller rotational
velocities corresponding to medium to low rpm approxima-
tions. This results in the electric motors never operating
at the operating point they are designed for. The only
maximum power demand occurs during take-off, in which

Table XIX:
Calculated versus actual propeller rpm of aircraft.
Aircraft Calculated Cruise Max
Dash-8-Q400 [16] 847 rpm 850 rpm 1020rpm
Dash 8-100A [18] 1057 rpm 1050 rpm 1100 rpm
LET L-410 [19] 1862 rpm 1700 rpm 2080 rpm
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case propeller speed is increased above the rated motor
speeds.

Because iron core saturation in the motors is higher than
initially designed for (according to FEM-simulated motor
data), designing the motors for the full power output
requirement yields both efficiency and weight improvements.
Ideally, efficiency should be highest at the most utilized
operating point during a flight, as is the case. A yoke flux
density of the initial 1.85 T at rated operation would result
in more significant rotor iron than is necessary. The motor
approaching magnetic saturation during maximum power
is, therefore, beneficial. In addition, the fact that efficiency
increases until ≈50% of maximum power causes the cruise
phase to have close to optimum efficiency.

Suppose the analytical algorithm is updated to improve
stator flux approximation. Then, instead of selecting the
knee point flux density as the desired value, a flux density
value approaching saturation should be used to reduce iron
mass.

The electric motors are designed for a specific operating
point, and a wide speed performance in the motors is
not investigated. This narrow analysis means that the field
weakening characteristic of the motors is not analyzed. This
choice is, however, justified, as the narrow rpm envelope of
fixed speed propellers deems the need for field weakening
unnecessary [17].

The motor aspect ratio, λ, is selected to be 0.2 to maximize
efficiency. It is possible to retain the torque rating of the
motor while increasing λ by preserving the product of
D2

ag · Lcr per eq. (16). As previously stated, this may lead
to a reduction in specific power and efficiency, but with
the benefit of reduced volume [50]. A barrel-shaped motor
would more closely resemble the aspect ratio of a turbine
motor better than a disc-shaped one. Therefore, a higher
aspect ratio could still have relevance in this regard.

Some technologies could improve performance that is not
considered in this thesis. At the architecture level, the im-
plementation of a Halbach-rotor may come with improved
specific power improvements. A Halbach array uses magnets
polarized in gradually rotating directions, leading to all
flux being conducted through the magnets, eliminating
or reducing the need for rotor iron, thus reducing weight.
Additionally, magnetization length increases, effectively
increasing magnet thickness without expanding the motor
diameter. This could lead to reduced current demand, either
reducing the required slot size and mass, or increasing
efficiency.

A limiting factor of the analysis is the number of design
parameters that remained constant throughout the design
procedure. Pole count, slot count, air gap thickness, and
tooth geometry are constant. Including these parameters
in the optimization procedure may have led to improved
performance.

The slot fill factor value may be lower than what is

reasonable to assume, as it implies that 90% of the slot area
for each coil in the double slot can be utilized. According
to Alderks [74], advanced windings can have fill factors
of 70–80%, with some manufacturers claiming 85% [75].
The intended motor design is also meant to employ liquid
cooling, which could further reduce the available slot area.
Therefore, it can be determined that the selected slot fill
factor equating to 90% of the entire slot area is too high.
Correcting for this would increase slot area by elongating
teeth which would cause the total mass to increase.

Since all motors are impacted, it can be assumed that this
correction would lead to specific power reducing evenly
across the design space in fig. 13. Repeating the analytical
design algorithm with a slot fill factor of 37.5%, equating to
a total fill factor of 75%, leads specific power to be reduced
by 4.2% for an electric motor previously with a specific
power of 3.04. This change is reflected in values across the
design space and is smaller than the specific power gain
attained by manual optimization. The change is therefore
not considered to cause significant changes in the results.

It is elected to include an approximated motor enclosure
mass in the motor mass calculations during the initial
design process. This inclusion creates a more realistic
depiction of the motor-design weight but adds a level of
uncertainty. However, because data weight distribution
in current aeronautical electric motors is unavailable, the
assumption is maintained and based on an automotive
motor.

The remaining choices are based mainly on literature, and
the considerations made can be seen in section IV-A. The
design variable choices are considered satisfactory.

D. Analytical Dimensioning

1) Algorithm: Generation of the motor design space is
conducted by using constraints on iron flux density and
thermal loading in the stator slots. Evaluation of these
parameters could have been conducted through numerical
means, i.e., by simulating motor dimensions iteratively in
software like COMSOL to attain magnetic and thermal
loading values. This method, however, is computationally
intensive and unviable for an algorithm requiring as many
iterations as the one employed. By using the analytical
equations described in section II-C, the algorithm can
produce enough motor designs to present a comprehensive
and nuanced design space as presented in figs. 13 to 15.

The algorithm iteratively scales the rotor iron to achieve
satisfactory flux density and thermal loading. Since the
same parameter—Der—is used to achieve designs adhering
to the constraints, in a scenario where, for instance, flux
density falls below maximum values long before thermal
loading, parts of the motor to be over-dimensioned re-
garding flux density. However, gradually increasing the
rotor inner diameter and selecting the least massive design
mitigates this issue. The least massive design occurs when
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tolerable flux density and thermal loading are achieved
simultaneously. The double constraints of the inner loop
are therefore not considered problematic in the sizing
procedure.

Analytically evaluating constraints is based on more sim-
plifications than numerical simulation. The data must
therefore be validated, which is done using FEM in
COMSOL, which will be further discussed in section VI-F.

2) Simplifications: Simplifications are made in the analyti-
cal design algorithm that impacts the end results. The loss
calculation is incomplete, negating several kinds of losses.
Efficiency can therefore be assumed to be lower than shown
in fig. 15. A more complete loss simulation is conducted in
the FEM analysis, which will be discussed in section VI-F.

Rotor iron loss is calculated using electrical frequency, but
since the rotor iron never experiences reversing magnetic
fields, both frequency and amplitude are different from the
values used. In reality, rotor core losses can be assumed
to be lower than those calculated. The impact of this is
limited since rotor iron makes up a significantly smaller
portion of iron mass than the stator.

Motor temperature is not modeled during the analytical
procedure. It is therefore assumed that cooling can keep
materials at 60◦C as stated in the chosen design parameters.
Higher temperatures will increase current losses as copper
resistivity rises with material temperature. The permanent
magnets are also more susceptible to demagnetization at
higher temperatures. However, the Curie temperature of
the selected magnet grade, N52M, 300◦C is much higher
than the selected operating temperature.

An improvement in motor iron flux density calculation
could be made, which becomes clear when comparing
analytically and numerically attained flux density. This
could be achieved by modelling flux linkage with stator
coils in the analytical equations

E. FEM simulation

1) Simulation: The simulation conducted using FEM-
analysis in COMSOL has some idiosyncrasies that may
impact the final result.

In order to approximate motor iron losses, a curve fitting
tool—together with material-specific data sheet values—is
used to approximate the equation constants. The resulting
curve-fit goodness parameters are shown in table X and
show that the loss approximation may not be as accurate
as could be desired. However, since the R-square value is
98.35%, the loss calculation can be considered accurate
enough for its purpose.

During the curve fitting, the anomalous loss constant Kan

is bound at its non-zero constraint, effectively rendering
anomalous losses negated. These losses are typically small,
and it is, therefore, determined that this negation is
acceptable [26].

The choice of loss calculation is made based on data
availability. If more data points are made available for the
selected stator material, more advanced loss calculations
could be conducted for motor iron, e.g., CAL2 [76].

Electrical dimensioning is conducted during the simulation
process by keeping a constant turn number and varying
current density to achieve rated power. The three motors
of 820kW, 1.8 MW, and 3.0 MW thus have maximum
voltage levels of 1.3, 2.1, and 2.8 kV, respectively. These
voltage levels are high compared to the voltage levels used
in current aircraft, but within the range of some concepts
with engine supply up between 1 kV to 10 kV DC [77, 47,
78]. Voltage can be reduced to fit within constraints by
increasing the number of turns; however, this would lead
to increased currents, larger slots, and increased weight.

2) Simplifications: Just as with the analytical design
algorithm, the FEM analysis is subjected to simplifications
impacting the simulation results.

Temperature changes are not modeled in COMSOL, and
a temperature of 60 ◦C is used as a constant material
temperature as with the analytical investigation. In the
same vein, this will cause simulated copper losses to be
lower than if the motor had an increasing temperature.

Rotor loss calculation is based on electric frequency in
COMSOL. Since the rotor flux remains relatively constant
compared to stator flux, rotor losses are overstated in
COMSOL in the same way they are in the analytical results.

The impacts of any COMSOL model simplifications are
considered acceptable and do not impact final results in
any way that would change conclusions.

F. Analytical Result Verification

1) Base Design: The initial FEM analysis is conducted
on a selection of output geometries from the designs in
figs. 13 to 15. The specific results for each of the three
designs discussed in this subsection are found in tables XV
to XVII. Additional results that will be discussed in this
section can be found in appendix B.

It is found that both specific torque and specific power
are identical or nearly identical when simulated using a
numerical method for all three motors. These parameters
are expected to be identical because they only depend
on input geometry and power rating. Differences in the
geometric design must cause the reason for the discrepancy.

Even though the parameters governing the overall dimen-
sions of the motors are identical, some simplifications are
made when calculating mass analytically. The COMSOL
model has a more advanced design than what is accounted
for in the analytical equation, with rounded shoe tips. The
discrepancy is, however, small and is therefore considered
negligible. It can therefore be determined that figs. 13
and 14 are valid depictions of the motor designs.
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A more significant discrepancy can be found in approxi-
mated efficiency for the three designs compared to analyt-
ically calculated values. Losses are 55%, 73%, and 100%
larger for the 820 kW, 1.8 MW, and 3.0 MW motors,
respectively. As discussed in section VI-D2, the analytical
analysis only calculates iron and copper losses, while
magnet eddy current losses are additionally included in
FEM calculations. Magnet eddy current losses account
for 4.2%, 10.8%, and 19.6% of the total losses during the
simulation and can thus explain parts of the increase in
discrepancy between the three motors.

The disregard for magnet eddy current losses in the analyt-
ical model can only explain parts of the loss discrepancy
between analytical and numerical analysis. During the
analytical dimensioning process, a flux density of 1.85 T,
the knee point of the iron material, is used to dimension
the iron air gap flux calculated from magnet remanence.
It is this flux density that is later used to approximate
magnetization losses. The FEM simulations show that iron
flux density is understated and that stator flux density is in
the range of 2.16–2.25 T. If a flux density of 2.2 T is used
in place of the design parameter of 1.85 T in eq. (40), the
differences in losses are reduced to 0%, 15%, and 21% for
the three respective motors. This indicates that most of the
loss discrepancy is caused by the different flux densities.

The remaining loss calculation differences may be caused by
the two iron loss equations used: Steinmetz for the analyt-
ical simulation and Bertotti for the numerical evaluation.

The main weakness of the analytical algorithm thus lies
in its loss calculation. The main inaccuracy stems from
inaccurate flux density estimation. This can be expected
to be the case, as a significant benefit of FEM analysis
is its ability to simulate magnetic fields. The fact that
loss discrepancy increases with motor size will mean
that both the absolute and relative accuracy of fig. 15
is impacted. One can assume that efficiency across the
illustration should be reduced and that motors of higher
power ratings are impacted more. However, since the three
motor designs simulated still exhibit increasing efficiency
in tables XV to XVII, it can be assumed that the trend
of high-power–low-rpm motors being more efficient is still
apparent.

2) Design improvements: The first step in the manual
design procedure is to change motor tooth length. This
is conducted by shortening stator teeth, reducing both
tooth weight, winding weight, and back-iron weight due to
the smaller motor radius. Based on Pyrhönen et al. [48],
the initial assumption of 4.9 A/mm2 in current density
is determined to be increased to 6.5 A/mm2. Since the
iron cross-section in the flux direction is not changed, flux
density remains constant, as is seen.

From fig. 16 the difference in the efficiency and specific
power of the three motors becomes apparent.

The smaller the motors have a disproportionately lower ef-

ficiency based on the change in power rating between them,
as seen in fig. 16a. It also becomes clear that each motor
design has an optimum tooth length. Since flux density
remains constant, added mass through tooth elongation
leads to a significant iron loss increase. Therefore, optimal
tooth length occurs where both currents are low enough
not to cause excessive coil loss, and the amount of motor
iron is not so significant as to produce excessive iron losses.
Selecting the current density to 6.5 J/mm2 has resulted in
motors close to this peak for all three designs.

Figure 16b illustrates that the relative difference in motor
specific power increases with the increased current loading,
suggesting that if the motors in fig. 13 increased their power
output, the similarity in specific power could diverge.

The next step of the manual optimization method is to
investigate the impact of changing magnet thickness on
motor performance. As can be seen in figs. 17a and 17b,
increasing thickness causes an increase in efficiency and a
reduction in specific power.

The cause for the efficiency increase is that coils and
their associated losses produce a smaller portion of the
motor flux—specific power increases, which is a natural
consequence of increasing magnet thickness and motor
diameter.

Although it is reasonable to assume that each power
requirement has a different optimal magnet thickness as
the optimal choice, no design alterations are made based
on this sweep analysis. The reason behind this decision is
that efficiency and power density must be actively traded
at the cost of each other, a judgment previously decided
to keep outside the scope of the thesis.

The reduced current density demanded of motors with
increased magnet thickness could cause reductions in
the slot area, equating to an overall reduction in motor
mass even though magnet size is increased. However,
the complexity of this type of iterative optimization is
demanding in simulation time and is not conducted.

It is decided to balance the stator tooth and back-iron flux
density to increase motor iron utilization. Rotor iron flux
density is generally higher and is chosen not to be balanced
due to being separated from the stator and subjected to a
different magnetization characteristic than Bys and Bth.

It is found that for the 820 kW motor, the stator flux is
satisfactorily balanced. There are no adjustments made to
the design in this step. However, the sweep data is still
included in appendix A.

For the 1.8 MW motor, the discrepancy in yoke flux is
minimized. This balancing can be achieved by reducing
tooth width or increasing stator yoke. Since copper density
is higher than the magnetic iron material, it is decided to
expand the stator yoke. After this adjustment is made, it
is clear that the required input current is reduced. This
reduction is likely due to increased flux permeability. The
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subsequent reduction in current requirements leads to a
secondary reduction in tooth length to keep the current
density at the pre-specified level. The change in geometry
is minor for these adjustments, but a slight increase in
specific power and efficiency can be attained.

The 3.0 MW motor has a similar flux discrepancy to its
counterpart of 1.8 MW. A similar stator yoke adjustment
is conducted with a following tooth length reduction. The
slight specific power benefits gained for the smaller motor
design are not found when applying the alterations to the
3.0 MW motor. However, efficiency increases as expected
when magnetic saturation is reduced with larger iron. Since
efficiency is essentially traded for specific power, it is
decided not to select this updated design for the final
simulations due to the desired avoidance of exchanging
motor weight for battery weight and vice versa.

It is unclear why a gain in specific power could not be
achieved for the 3 MW motor design. One explanation is
that the increased diameter means that expanding stator
yoke contributes more relative to the total mass, which
keeps the reduction in tooth length from compensating for
the increase. Another explanation is that the larger of the
two motors is close to a local optimum. Other parameters
outside the scope of the manual optimization may then be
changed to achieve performance benefits.

The manual optimization procedure leads to an improved
specific power, with only slight reductions in efficiency. It
is concluded that the improvements are meaningful and
that the specific power density map of the design space
is accurate. It is also found that specific density can be
improved by around 10% with manual optimization.

3) Optimization Method: Conducting a manual optimiza-
tion procedure is made to avoid lengthy simulation and
excessive expansion of the project scope. However, the
decision limits the number of design iterations and means
that a proper optimal design is not found.

The final results are considered valid as indicators for direct
drive PMSM design trends for aircraft. If an automatic
optimization algorithm is implemented, more design pa-
rameters could be investigated, and better results can
be found for the tweaked variables manually. However,
since the amount of performance gain achieved by manual
optimization is limited, it can be concluded that significant
improvements are difficult to attain, even with automatic
iterative optimization.

VII. Conclusion

A design space of direct drive PMSMs across a wide
array of turboprop aircraft performance requirements is
completed. The design space spans rated motor power in
the range of 500 kW to 4 MW, with rpm in the range of
800-2000 rpm. The compilation of aircraft data requires
some approximation but forms a solid foundation as input
design parameters for a PMSM sizing algorithm. In order

to form the design space, an analytical procedure is applied
to reduce total calculation time, which allows for the
generation of high fidelity heat maps of different motor
performance indicators.

It is found that slight variation in specific motor power
occurs across the design space, with specific power ranging
between 2.8–3.7 kW/kg, with smaller motors having slightly
higher specific power. Specific torque rises with motor
output power, reaching 34 Nm/kg for the largest motors
of 3.8 MW, with the smallest motors around 18 Nm/kg.
Efficiency rises as a function of increasing motor size during
the procedure.

Analytical data is verified by simulating a selection of
the motor designs using FEM simulation implemented
in the software COMSOL. The results indicate that loss
calculation grows between 50% and 100% when simulated
analytically, increasing with motor rating. This analytical
understatement means that efficiency in the design space
ranges between 98.7% and 98% across the design space,
increasing with output power and increasing inversely with
rpm.

The design algorithm is also verified by manually opti-
mizing a selection of motor designs, where around a 10%
improvement in specific power can be achieved.

Some of the motor designs are simulated during a repre-
sentative flight profile. It is found that motor efficiency is
improved during cruise and climb phases compared to 100%
output power, a benefit in terms of energy preservation.

A comparison between some designed PMSMs and turbo-
prop engines of similar power and speed ratings is made.
It is discovered that smaller EMs are around 40% lighter,
and larger motors are up to 30% heavier than their turbine
motor counterparts.

The summation of results concludes that retrofit of electric
motors in contemporary turboprop aircraft has better
viability in larger aircraft due to increased efficiency and
only slightly reduced specific power. The selection of
propulsion types like distributed propulsion is found to
have little gains in terms of mass, as specific power remains
relatively constant across the selected design space.

VIII. Further work

A significant constraint in the design processes’ ability
to find optimal designs is the number of fixed variables
across the specified design space. Further experimentation
and variation of these initial parameters could uncover
higher performance motor designs than those presented in
this thesis. Expanding the analytical algorithm to include
technologies like a Halbach array could also reveal further
enhancements.

The analytical design algorithm could be improved to
yield more accurate results, especially in terms of loss
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calculation. The most significant grievance in this regard is
the algorithm’s inability to model armature reaction and,
therefore, under-dimensioning motor iron for the desired
flux density.

Repeating the FEM-based analysis by optimizing the motor
designs automatically by applying methods like pattern
search could lead to Pareto-optimal motor designs. This
would also require the implementation of an objective
function weighting performance factors like efficiency and
specific power. The results from this analysis could be used
to adjust the analytical algorithm and improve the validity
of the entire design space.

This thesis could expand to other propulsion methods than
conventional propellers, like the faster spinning fans used
in turbofans. These fans are not fixed speed, which means
the output characteristics of the motor designs in a flight
phase may look different. Although less efficient, fans allow
for higher airspeed and can thus lead to a higher turnover
rate. The economics of these two propeller technologies
could therefore be compared.
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Figure 22: Results of FEM simulations. Maximum flux density in different irons as a function iron dimensions for three
motors.
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Appendix B
Tables

Table XX:
Output motor designs using FEM.

B) Base geometry C) Optimized hus D) Optimized hys

0.82 MW 1.8 MW 3.0 MW
B) C) D) B) C) D) B) C) D)

hys [mm] 12.60 12.60 — 17.80 17.80 18.50 22.50 22.50 23.42
hus [mm] 41.70 36.06 — 44.70 37.92 37.29 45.70 38.83 38.28
J [A/mm] 5.546 6.468 — 5.424 6.469 6.498 5.431 6.469 6.497
Magnet mass [kg] 14.0 14.0 — 28.2 28.2 28.2 45.1 45.1 45.1
Iron mass [kg] 116.1 109.0 — 278.7 261.5 263.0 503.8 476.2 480.1
Active winding mass [kg] 35.8 30.3 — 72.1 60.0 58.9 113.1 94.5 93.0
Endwinding mass [kg] 19.7 16.7 — 39.7 33.0 32.4 62.4 51.9 51.1
Shaft mass [kg] 4.2 4.2 — 5.9 5.9 5.9 7.5 7.5 7.5
Enclosure mass [kg] 63.3 58.0 — 141.5 129.6 129.5 243.9 225.0 225.6
Total mass [kg] 253.0 232.2 — 566.1 518.2 517.8 975.5 900.1 902.3
Specific power [m2/s3] 3.24 3.53 — 3.18 3.47 3.48 3.06 3.33 3.32
Specific torque [Nm/kg] 21.34 23.26 — 27.60 30.15 30.18 32.10 34.78 34.70
Average power output [kW] 820 820 — 1800 1800 1800 3000 3000 3000
Efficiency 98.26 98.29 — 98.63 98.61 98.62 98.72 98.68 98.69
Maximum tooth flux [T] 2.1835 2.1771 — 2.174 2.1689 2.2247 2.1713 2.1687 2.2308
Maximum stator flux [T] 2.1582 2.1626 — 2.2346 2.2329 2.2256 2.2457 2.2424 2.232
Maximum rotor flux [T] 2.3388 2.3336 — 2.3251 2.3202 2.3042 2.3206 2.3181 2.3033
RMS coil current [A] 208.07 205.43 — 290.09 287.78 283.72 360.7 358.86 354.74
Linear current density [A/m] 4918.2 4855.8 — 4854.3 4815.6 4747.6 4783.9 4759.5 4704.8
Iron eddy current losses [W] 7595.1 6854.2 — 10458 9533.3 9518.5 13185 12281 12113
Iron hysteresis losses [W] 2025 1867.5 — 3616.9 3341.9 3365.1 5340 4983.6 4989.1
Magnet eddy current losses [W] 609.98 601.44 — 2716.2 2696.6 2679.4 7476.6 7461.4 7448.2
Coil losses [W] 4302.4 4953.9 — 8291.4 9810.3 9715.1 13029 15439 15327

Table XXI:
Base input parameters for COMSOL geometry

Pr Nr αm Dir h11 h12 hag hus hyr hys kfill lm wtt w0 λ

820 kW 1450 rpm 5/6 555 mm 5 mm 5 mm 2.5 mm 41.7 mm 13.0 mm 12.6 mm 0.45 10 mm 26.9 mm 4 mm 0.2
1800 kW 1100 rpm 5/6 795 mm 5 mm 5 mm 2.5 mm 44.7 mm 18.0 mm 17.8 mm 0.45 10 mm 38.0 mm 4 mm 0.2
3000 kW 915 rpm 5/6 1010 mm 5 mm 5 mm 2.5 mm 45.7 mm 22.5 mm 22.5 mm 0.45 10 mm 48.0 mm 4 mm 0.2


